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ENGLISH BOOKS BEFORE 1800
1.

BEDFORD LEVEL. A plan for obtaining an Act of Parliament for the better draining
of the North-Level, part of the Great Level of the Fens, called Bedford-Level, in the Isle
of Ely, and counties of Cambridge, Huntingdon, Northampton and Lincoln, &c. First
edition, folio, n.p., n.d., [1753]. 3, [1]pp., drop title and docket title. Unbound and folded as
issued. Fine condition.
£50
This and the following two items relate to the 18th century drainage schemes on the Bedford
Level on land between the Wash and Cambridge and so called because much of this land was
then owned by the Earl of Bedford.

2.

BEDFORD LEVEL. Remarks upon that part of the Great Bedford Level, called the
North Level: in which the causes of its first drowning, and of its present ruinous
condition, are considered; with some proposals for the better draining of the said level.
First published in 1748; and now corrected, and published, for the perusal of the
publick, as there is a bill depending on Parliament for the better draining of the North
Level, with Porsand. Folio, n.p., n.d., [c.1754]. 3, [1]pp., with drop-title and docket title
on the last page. Unbound and folded as issued. Fine condition.

3.

£50

BEDFORD LEVEL. A state of the revenues and debt of the Corporation of Bedford
Levels, as the same stood at Lady-day 1752, with the advantage which will accrue to
the creditors of the corporation, and the proprietors of the South and Middle Levels, by
permitting the proprietors of the North Level to be discharged of the debt..... Folio,
n.p., 1752. 4pp., drop title and docket title. Unbound and folded as issued. Fine condition.
£50

4.

BRAITHWAIT, Richard. A survey of history: or, a nursery for gentry. Contrived and
comprized in an intermixt discourse upon historicall and poeticall relations. Small 4to,
London, I. Okes for Jasper Emery, 1638. [xxvi], 415, [1]pp., engraved frontispiece. Late
19th century blue half morocco, a.e.g., slightly rubbed, small hole in N1 which is a paper flaw
with loss of a few letters. Overall, a very good copy. With the bookplate of Arnold Muirhead,
the earlier armorial Mexborough bookplate and 2 others.
£950

Newberry Courtsey Books 218; STC 3583a. Grolier Club:Wither to Prior I, 76 - 'This work
was first published in 1614 under the title of "The Schollers Medley". The present edition is

entirely rewritten to more than twice the original length'. A fascinating book in which the
author, best known for his 'Drunken Barnaby's Four Journeys', discusses the various sorts of
histories, including fictional and 'poetical' histories, and anaylses their moral and educational
qualities. The style is similar to that of his contemporary Robert Burton in his 'Anatomy of
Melancholy'.

5.

CARY, John. Cary's actual survey of the country fifteen miles round London. On a
scale of one inch to a mile, wherein the roads, rivers, woods and commons; as well as
every market town and village etc. are distinguished.... preceded by a general map of
the whole.... To which is added an index of all names contained in the plates. First
edition, small 8vo, London, printed for John Cary, 1786. Double-page general
map,engraved title with vignette, [4], 50 engraved maps, followed by an engraved plate of
remarks, and the [27]pp. index, some original handcolouring to the maps. Later 19th century
half calf, a little rubbed, the general map at the beginning is laid down on linen and there is a
repair at one corner with small loss to the neat line only.
£675
Good copy of the scarce first edition of this detailed survey of London and its environs.

6.

CARY, John. Survey of the high roads from London to Hampton Court, Bagshot,
Oakingham.... Hertford..... Ryegate...... Richmond. On a scale of 1 inch to a mile. First
edition, oblong 8vo, London, printed for J. Cary, 1st July, 1790. Engraved throughout consists of title, folding general map, explanation and advertisement, general plan of the
turnpike gates in the vicinity of the metropolis and 80 strip maps on 40 leaves (complete), most
with light contemporary hand-colouring. Bound in the original limp leather wallet style
binding, worn and frayed at fore-edge, spine damaged, because of the oblong format in which
it has been bound there is a central fold throughout and a few maps therefore have some light
offsetting from the colouring. However, this hardly detracts and overall this is a good clean
copy.
£595
Despite the wear to the original binding an appealing copy of this popular work which has
detailed road maps to 26 places around London. Fordham in his essay on Cary in 'Studies in
Carto-Bibliography' (1914) remarks that his coloured road-strips are 'amongst the most
charming of his engravings'.

7.

CONCINI, Concino, Marquis d'Ancre. The true relation of the deserved death of that
base and insolent tyrant, the Marquis d’Ancre, the most unworthie Marshall of
France..... Translated out of French. First edition, small 4to, London, printed by Felix
Kyngston for Nathaniel Newbery, 1617. [44]pp., without the first and last blanks. Bound
with: The letter of the French King, to the Parliament of Roan, concerning the death of the
Marshall d’Ancre. First edition, small 4to, London, printed by H. L. for Nathanael Newbery,
1617. [12]pp. Both works with woodcut printers’ devices, decorative initials and headpieces.
Two works in 1 volume - modern calf, long tear in the title of the second work, but no loss, a
little light staining, small chip at head of the title of the first work - no loss of text. From the
Fox Pointe library with bookplate.
£675
Two rare works on the murder of Concino Concini (1569-1617), an ambitious Italian courtier
who came to France in 1600 in the retinue of Marie de Medici, Queen of Henri IV. He married
Eleonora Galigai, a favourite attendant of the Queen who had great influence at the court.
After the death of Henri IV in 1610 Concini was able to realise his ambitions - he became first
gentleman of the chamber and governor of Normandy, bought the title of Marquis d’Ancre and
became Marshal of France with eventually an army of 7000 men at his disposal. With his new
power and disregard for the law he became unpopular and a threat to the new king, Louis XIII
who ordered his assassination in 1617. Later that year Concini’s wife was arrested, tried,
convicted of sorcery and burnt at the stake. This murder aroused great interest at the time. In
my catalogue 39 (c.1990) item 93 was a collection of 30 French pamphlets on the Concini
murder and trial of his wife, all printed in 1617. STC.5622 & 16835.

8.

COX, Michael, Lord Bishop of Ossory. A sermon preached at Christ-Church, Dublin,
on the 20th day of March, 1747, before the Incorporated Society for promoting English
Protestant Schools in Ireland..... With a continuation of the Society’s Proceedings to te
25th of March, 1748. First edition, small 4to, Dublin, George Grierson, 1748. 84pp., a
few pages misnumbered, title printed in duplicate, engraved arms of the society on the title.
Modern quarter morocco on cloth. Fine condition.
£85
The text includes a list of members and subscribers, an abstract of the royal charter for erecting
and promoting English Protestant schools in Ireland, and a brief account of some 35 schools
in Ireland and how their pupils were employed.

9.

DOWNING, Sir George. A discourse written by Sir George Downing, the King of
Great Britain’s Envoy Extraordinary to the States of the United Provinces, vindicating
his Royal Master from the insolencies of a scandalous libel.... 12mo, London, printed
for Dorman Newman, 1672. [iv], 171pp., including the first blank. Contemporary sheep,
rebacked retaining the original backstrip, covers a bit scuffed and a little stained, else very good.
£1,500
Downing (1624/25-1684), after whom Downing Street in London is named, was in turn
preacher, statesman, diplomat, spymaster and politician. In 1638 his family settled in Salem,
Massachusetts and Downing was one of the first class of 9 to graduate from Harvard College
in 1642. After graduation he returned to England and in 1657 Cromwell appointed him
ambassador to The Hague. This work deals with the actions of the Dutch West Indies Company,
New Amsterdam and relations between the English, French and Dutch and the native
Americans. Downing was instrumental in the acquisition of New Amsterdam and the Dutch
colony of New Netherland for England. Wing D.2108A.

10.

[DUNCOMBE, Giles]. Tryals per pais: or the law of England concerning juries by
nisi prius, &c. Newly revised and much inlarged, with an addition of precedents...
Third edition, corrected and amended, 8vo, London, Richard and Edward Atkins, 1695.
[xxiv], 416, [24]pp., printed mostly in black letter. Contemporary plain calf, a little worn and
stained, top margin cut close shaving some headlines, light marginal stain on a few index leaves,
else a good clean copy.
£150
Contains the section 'Precedents...and a farther treatise of evidence' with separate title which
begins at p.337. This work has sometimes been wrongly attributed to Sir Samson Eure. Quite
scarce, ESTC noting 5 locations in Britain and 5 in N. America. Wing E.3414.

11.

FEN DRAINAGE. GOLBORNE, John. The report of John Golborne, engineer,
concerning the drainage of the North Level of the Fens, and the outfal (sic) of the
Wisbeach River. First edition, 4to, n.p., n.d., [London?, 1769]. 11pp., with the large
folding engraved map of the River Nene and Bay from Wisbech to the Eye taken in 1767.
Original wrappers. Fine condition.
£75
A report on proposed improvements to the drainage and also the navigation of the River Nene
after severe flooding along the river from Peterborough to the sea in 1768.

12.

FEN DRAINAGE. SMEATON, John. The report of John Smeeton, engineer,
concerning the drainage of the North Level of the Fens, and the outfall of the Wisbeach
River. First edition, 4to, n.p., n.d., [London?, 1768]. 24pp., with a large folding engraved
table. In the original wrappers. Fine condition.

13.

£75

FEN DRAINAGE. YEOMAN, Thomas. The report of Thomas Yeoman, engineer,
concerning the drainage of the North Level of the Fens, and the outfal (sic) of the
Wisbeach River. First edition, 4to, n.p., n.d., [London?, 1769]. 12pp., with the large
folding engraved table. Original wrappers, covers a bit soiled, else in fine condition.

£75

Similar to the above two works - on drainage and improvements to the River Nene between
Peterborough and the sea.

14.

FIRES. ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS. Resolutions of the Associated
Architects; with the report of a committee by them appointed to consider the causes of
the frequent fires, and the best means of prevents the like in the future. First edition,
8vo, n.p., [London, Society of Architects], 1793. 31pp. Uncut and unopened, sewn in the
original wrappers. Fine condition.
£75
This pamphlet describes and recommends certain fire-retardant measures to be adopted in new
houses built on the Duke of Bedford’s estates.

15.

FRÉART DE CHAMBRAY, Roland. A parallel of the antient architecture with the
modern, in a collection of ten principal authors who have written upon the five order,
viz. Palladio and Scamozzi, Serlio and Vignola, D. Barbaro and Cataneo, L.B. Aberti
and Viola, Bullant and De Lorme, compared with one another.... To which is added, An
Account of Architects and Architecture, in an historical and etymological explanation
of certain terms particularly affected by architects. With Alberti’s Treatise of Statues.
Made English by John Evelyn. The third edition, with the addition of The Elements of
Architecture by Sir Henry Wotton... Folio, London, printed by T.W. for D. Browne, J,
Walthoe..., 1723. [xxiv], xxxviii, 115, [6], 74pp., title in red and black and with a large
woodcut ornament. Note that in the xxxviii section entitled ‘The Elements of Architecture’ the
pagination jumps from xx to xxv, but this is correct - nothing missing. With the additional
engraved title with portrait, 40 full-page engravings, engraved headpieces, woodcut ornamental
tailpieces and decorative initials. Modern half calf, 1 leaf with small repair and 1 leaf with
some marginal loss - in each case there is no loss of text or illustration, just a few small stains,
but overall a good clean copy.
£650

The 74 page ‘Account of Architects...’ has a separate title which is followed by Evelyn’s
dedication to Sir Christopher Wren. The original French edition of this important book was
published in 1650 and Evelyn’s translation first appeared in 1664.

16.

GIBRALTAR. [HERIOT, John]. An historical sketch of Gibraltar, with an account
of the siege which the fortress stood against the combined forces of France and Spain;
including a minute and circumstantial detail of the sortie made by the garrison on
morning of Nov. 26, 1781, for the purpose of destroying the formidable works erected
by the Spaniards against that fortress. First edition, large 8vo, London, B. Millan,
1792. viii, 148pp. Modern quarter calf on marbled boards, red edges, hole at inner margin of
title (no text loss) which has been backed verso, else a very good copy on large paper. £250
The last 4 pages consist of a ‘Description of Mr. Poggi’s print of the sortie made by the garrison
of Gibraltar, on the morning of the 27th of November, 1781’. This was a very large print and
it seems it was not issued with the book. ESTC does not call for it in the collation and I have
only traced one copy with the folded print which must have been inserted into the book. Neither
of the 2 online digitised copies have it.

17.

GRAHAM, John A. A descriptive sketch of the present state of Vermont, one of the
United States of America. First edition, 8vo, London, printed and sold, for the author,
by Henry Fry, at the Cicero Office, 1797. vii, 186, [1]pp., engraved portrait, 2 woodengraved headpieces and 5 wood-engraved tailpieces. Red half morocco c.1900, t.e.g., slightly
rubbed, old library blindstamp on 1 leaf and ink number in lower margin of a preliminary leaf
- no other library markings. A good clean copy.
£360
A beautifully printed work with fine woodcuts which Sabin attributes to Bewick, but are more
likely to be the work of Richard Austin - 2 are signed by him. Graham was born in Connecticut,
but later moved to Rutland, Vermont where he became a lawyer. He spent some time in England
in the 1790s where this book was written before he returned to Vermont. The book, a charming
series of sketches of Vermont, is in the form of 26 letters addressed to the Duke of Montrose.
This is the first issue of the first edition with the 2 line errata leaf at the end. Howes G.288;
Sabin 28229.

18.

HENTZNER, Paul. Travels in England, during the reign of Queen Elizabeth,
translated by Horace, late Earl of Orford, and first published by him at Strawberry
Hill: to which is now added, Sir Robert Naunton’s Fragmenta Regalia; or, observations
on Queen Elizabeth’s times and favourites; with portraits and views. First edition thus,
8vo, London, printed for Edward Jeffrery, 1797. viii, 152pp., with 11 engraved plates,
mostly portraits. Later 19th century calf, red edges, gilt border on the covers and gilt fleurons
at the corners, slightly rubbed, but still a very good clean copy. With the engraved bookplates
of Thomas Coates and Edward Greenfield Doggett on the front endpapers, and names in the top
margin of the title.
£155
Hentzner (1558-1623) was a German lawyer who accompanied a Silesian nobleman on a
journey through Switzerland, France, England and Italy during the years 1597-1599. In 1612
he published an account of his travels in Latin and the section on England was edited and
translated by Horace Walpole and first published at the Strawberry Hill Press in 1757. The
present edition adds Naunton’s ‘Fragmenta Regalia’ beginning at p.77 and also the engraved
plates.

19.

[HUET, Pierre-Daniel]. Memoirs of the Dutch trade in all the states, kingdoms and
empires in the world. Shewing its first rise and prodigious progress: after what manner
the Dutch manage and carry on their trade, their dominions and government in the
Indies. By what means they have made themselves masters of all the trade of Europe.....
done from the French now printed at Amsterdam. First edition in English, 8vo, London,
J. Sackfield & G. Davis, n.d., [c.1717]. [ii], xii, [iv], 232pp. New calf. Good copy. £350

This work deals with the origin and rise of the Dutch trading empire and discusses its trade
country by country. There is also an examination of the Dutch East India Company and the
last 36 pages consist of Daniel Braem's report on the East India Company's activities at its
various trading posts in the east - Banda, Amboina, Ternate, Bengal, Coromandel, Batavia etc.
Sabin 33568; Kress 3475.

20.

MURRAY, Mungo. A treatise on ship-building and navigation. In three parts wherein
the theory, practice, and application of all the necessary instruments are perspicuously
handled. With the construction and use of a new invented shipwright's sector, for
readily laying down and delineating ships.... Also, tables of the sun's declension.... To
which is added, an English abridgment of another treatise on naval architecture, lately
published at Paris by M. Duhamel.... First edition, 4to, London, printed by D. Henry
and R. Cave, for the author, 1754. [iv], iv, [ii], 268, 73 (tables), [5], 70, blank leaf, [4]pp.,
the last 4 pages consist of 'An explication of the signs or characters made use of in this treatise'
and errata. With 18 folding engraved plates including one with a volvelle. Contemporary calf,
red morocco label and gilt bands on the spine, slightly rubbed, a few plates lightly browned,
but overall a very good clean copy. With the contemporary armorial bookplate of Thomas Hall
on the front pastedown. Loosely inserted is a leaf from a manuscript ship's log (c.370x240mm.)
dated 11-14 June 1728 describing part of the voyage of the East India Company ship the Prince
Augustus, commanded by Francis Goslin, from St.Helena to England - the leaf is a bit frayed
in the margins.
£2,000
At the time of writing Murray (c.1705-1770) was a shipwright at the royal dockyard in
Deptford. He was born near Perth and came to work as a shipwright in Deptford in 1738.
After the success of this book, perhaps the best treatise on ship-building in English to that date,
Lord Howe appointed him to be a mathematics and navigation teacher on board his ships
'Magnanime' and 'Princess Amelia'. The abridgment of Duhamel de Monceau's treatise has a
separate title.

With early manuscript notes about the author
21.

PEMBLE, William. A briefe introduction to geography containing a description of the
grounds and generall part thereof, very necessary for young students in that science.
First edition, small 4to, Oxford, printed by John Lichfield for Edward Forrest, 1630. 46
pp. (misprinted as 64) + final blank, with the folding climate table, woodcut diagrams in the
text. Modern red half morocco, small light
marginal stain on a few leaves, a short ink note in
an early hand about the author verso of the title
shows through. Nevertheless, in all a very good
copy.
£1,350
William Pemble (1591-1623) was a theologian,
born in Kent and studied at Oxford where he
became a reader and tutor at Magdalen College.
He was the author of several theological works,
but this is his only scientific work. All his works
were published posthumously. Pemble does not
describe individual countries, but deals mostly
with 'the nature, qualities, measure, with other
generall properties of the earth'. In addition to
the note about the author verso of the title there is
a much longer note of 21 lines about Pemble in
the same early hand written on the final blank.
Amongst other things this note tells us that
Pemble 'became a famous preacher, a well
studied artist, a skilful linguist, a good orator, an

expert mathematician and an ornament to the society among whom he lived'. Reprinted in 1669
and 1685, but this first edition is rare - ESTC records only 5 locations in America. STC 19571;
Madan I, p.151.

22.

RENNELL, James. Memoir of a map of Hindoostan; or the Mogul Empire: with an
introduction, illustrative of the geography and present division of that country: and a
map of the countries situated between the heads of the Indian rivers, and the Caspian
Sea. To which is added, an appendix, containing an account of the Ganges and
Burrampooter rivers. Second edition, 4to, London, printed by W. Bulmer for the
author, 1792. [iv], cxl, 428pp., with 4 folding engraved maps and 1 engraved plan.
Contemporary calf, double gilt fillet on covers, red label, small dent in the spine, occasional
light marginal foxing, 1 folding map with 1 or 2 short tears at folds but no loss. Good copy
overall.
£575
This second edition contains considerable additions and a supplementary map containing the
geography of the countries contiguous to the heads of the Indus. In 1764 the geographer
Rennell (1764-1830) was appointed Surveyor-General to the East India Company in Bengal
and he produced some of the first accurate maps of India. This book in addition contains the
index to the very large general map of India which was issued separately.

23.

RENNELL, James. Memoir of a map of the peninsula of India; from the latest
authorities: exhibiting its natural, and political divisions: the latter, conformable to the
Treaty of Seringapatam, in March, 1792.... First edition, 4to, London, W. Bulmer,
1793. viii, 51pp., with large folding engraved map of the peninsula of India. Contemporary
calf, double gilt fillet on covers, red label, slightly rubbed. Overall, a very good copy bound
uniform with the above.
£400

24.

[TENDE, Gaspard de]. An account of Poland. Containing a geographical description
of the country, the manners of the inhabitants, and the wars they have been engag’d in;
the constitution of the government...... With a brief history of the Tartars. By Monsieur
Hauteville (pseudonym of Tende). First edition, 8vo, London, T. Goodwin, 1698. [xvi],
300pp., with the half-title and 2 final blanks. Contemporary panelled calf, spine richly gilt but
rather worn with some loss near the foot and the title label chipped, tear in N3 without loss and
2 holes in the first of the 2 blanks at the end, some browning towards the end, else good.
£550
A translation of Tende’s ‘Relation historique de la Pologne’ (1687). Tende (1618-1697) took
part in the Thirty Years War and lived in Poland for 25 years. Rare. Wing T.678.

25.

TUCKER, Josiah. An essay on the advantages and disadvantages which respectively
attend France and Great Britain, with regard to trade. With some proposals for
removing the principal disadvantages of Great Britain. Fourth edition, 12mo,
Glasgow, 1756. vii, [i],3-194pp., correct thus. Contemporary sheep, red label, covers a little
scuffed, marginal browning on the title from the binding, else a good copy.
£300
The majority of the book deals with proposals for increasing the trade of Great Britain. These
proposals include cutting more canals, establishment of a police force to prevent smuggling;
encouragement of fisheries in the north of Scotland; taxes on certain articles of luxury, vice or
extravagance; improvement in voting rites; more trade with the colonies; establishment of silk
and woollen manufactures in the west of England and south-west Ireland; and many more. This
work was first published in 1749. Kress 5580; Goldsmiths 9143; not in the Amex Catalogue;
this edition not in Sraffa.

26.

VERE, Sir Francis. The commentaries of Sr. Francis Vere, being diverse pieces of
service, wherein he had command, written by himself in way of commentary. Published
by William Dillingham. First edition, folio, Cambridge, John Field, printer to the
University, 1657 [xii], 209, [3]pp., with 3 engraved portraits, 4 double-page maps and plans,
and 3 double-page plates by Richard Gaywood, Robert Vaughan and others. Superbly bound
in later gilt panelled burgundy morocco, spine richly gilt in compartments, inner gilt dentelles,
a.e.g., very slightly rubbed at extremities, small marginal stain on a few leaves only, some
leaves lightly browned. Nevertheless, this is a really beautiful copy in fine condition. £1,500
Sir Francis Vere (1560-1609) was an English soldier who played a significant part in the

Anglo-Dutch war against Spain. He saw action in the Netherlands and took part in the Cadiz
expedition - one of the maps is of Cadiz. He retired from soldiering in 1604 and compiled his
commentaries which remained in manuscript until they were edited and published by William
Dillingham in 1657. The book contains a preface by Dillingham and it remains an important
source for this war. Cockle 166; Wing V.240.

27.

[ZIEGENBALG, Bartholomaeus]. Propagation of the Gospel in the east: being an
account of the success of the Danish missionaries, lately sent to the East-Indies, for the
conversion of the heathens in Malabar. In several letters to their correspondents in
Europe, containing a narrative of their voyage to the coast of Coromandel, their
settlement at Tranquebar, the divinity and philosophy of the Malabarians, their
language nd manners..... Rendered into English, from the High-Dutch... Second
edition, 3 parts in 1 vol, 8vo, London, printed and sold by J. Downing, 1711-1718. [xvi],
xxxii, 78, [2], viii, 60, 4, xxiv, 231pp., with a folding engraved map of the East Indies as
frontispiece. Modern quarter calf on marbled boards, a very few small stains, but overall a very
good copy.
£750
Parts 1 and 2 form the second edition of 1711; part 3 is from the 1718 third edition, but parts
1 and 2 of the third edition are identical to the 1711 edition. This copy includes the 4 page

section at the end of part 2 which is not found in all copies - ‘A proposal for printing the NewTestament in Portuguese; in order to be dispers’d among the natives at Malabar, and other
parts of the East-Indies..’. First published in 1709 this enlarged edition describes the activities
of the Danish mission stations in India which had been established in 1705. The book includes
letters written not just by the missionaries but also by others linked with their work. Pp.1-17
in part 3 consists of a letter from Jonas Finck which describes a voyage to Brazil where he was
captured and imprisoned. He also describes the state of the black slaves in Brazil. The book
is therefore fully described in Borba de Moraes’s ‘Bibliographia Brasiliana’ p.995. Part 3
includes a substantial section on the method of instruction in the charity schools at Malabar.
The 32 page section at the beginning of part 1 is ‘A preliminary discourse concerning the
character of a missionary’. Cox I, p.281; Howgego Z13.

CONTINENTAL BOOKS BEFORE 1800
28.

APPIANUS ALEXANDRINUS. Des guerres des Rommains, Livres XI..... et cinq des
guerres civiles. First edition in French, folio, c.310 x 210mm., Lyon, (Sulpice Sabon)
for Antoine Constantin, 1544. [xxxii], 640pp.+ final leaf with woodcut printer’s device
verso. Title within a superb wide woodcut decorative border. Several large woodcut decorative
initials and numerous smaller ones. 17th century calf, spine richly gilt in compartments, red
label, rubbed, some wear, some scratches and small stains on the covers, title a little dusty and
with short tear in the bottom margin which just extends into the bottom border, but no loss.
Engraved armorial bookplate, probably 18th century, of Monsieur Blondeau on leaf D4 verso.
A very few small stains in the text, else in very good condition and in all, a handsome volume.
£1,250
The rare and beautifully printed first French edition of Appianus. Baudrier II, 34 - ‘Ce volume,
très bien imprimé, sort des presses de Sulpice Sabon, bien qu’il ne porte pas le nom de cet
imprimeur’. Brun - ‘Important encadrement de titre dans la manière du maître P.V.’ Brunet
I, 358 - ‘Traduction faite sur la version latine de Candido’; not in Adams.

29.

BARTOLI, Pietro Santi (illustrator). Antiquissimi Virgiliani codicis fragmenta et
picturae ex Bibliotheca Vaticano. Folio, Rome, Calcogafia Camerale, 1741. [ii], xxii,
225pp., engraved pictorial title, 58 large engraved illustrations by Bartoli in the text, 2 engraved
headpieces and 2 full-page engravings. Contemporary speckled calf, gilt border on the covers,
spine richly gilt, a little rubbed at the corners, some wear at head and foot of spine, joints partly
cracked. Overall, a handsome clean copy. With the 18th century armorial bookplate of Sir
John Cope and a later engraved bookplate on the front pastedown.
£750
This fine work reprints the text of an early Virgil manuscript in the Vatican Library (Codice
Vaticano 3867) and Bartoli's superb engravings reproduce the original illustrations in the
manuscript. The work is dedicated to Pope Benedict XIV. A full page engraving at the
beginning reproduces the original script of the manuscript. Cicognara 1119 - 'Edizione
splendidissima in carta massima'.

30.

BLANCHARD, Edmé. Traité de la coup des bois, pour le revêtement des voutes,
arrières-voussures, trompes, ramps et tours rondes. Utile aux arts de charpente,
menuiserie et marbrerie. First edition, 4to, Paris, chez Jacques Josse & Claude Jombert,
1729. xii, 80pp., (there are 2 unnumbered pages between p.47 and 48). With 46 mostly folding
engraved plates. Contemporary calf, spine richly gilt in compartments, orange title label, the 2
lower corners a little worn, but still a very nice copy.
£1,500
The plates and the headpiece in the dedication were engraved by Antoine Aveline from
drawings by Blanchard. Very good copy of this scarce work on the use of wood for
architectural decoration and panelling and which includes a section on marble cutting. There
are a number of technical plates, but also at the end there are folding plates showing organ
cases, confessional booths, altars, vaulting etc. Fowler 45; Brunet I,963 - ‘Ouvrage recherché
et qui se trouve difficilement’. No copy on Library Hub.

31.

BODONI PRESS. CALLIMACHUS. Callimaco Greco-Italiano ora pubblicato.
[Hymni]. Per le auguste nozze della R. Principessa di Parma Carolina Teresadi
Borbone con S.A.S. Il Principe Massimilano di Sassonia. 2 parts in 1 vol, 4to, Parma,
nel Regal Palazzo, co’ tipi Bodoniani, 1792 [12]ff., iv, [ii], 76pp, [ii], iv, [ii], 100pp., [2]ff.
The first part contains the Greek text followed in the second part by the Italian translation.
Uncut in contemporary red half morocco on marbled boards, flat spine decorated in gilt in
compartments, slightly rubbed at extremities, but still a very attractive copy. Modern bookplate
of Paul and Lucy Waterhouse - Paul Waterhouse (1861-1924) was an architect, designer of the
Whitworth Building at Manchester University (1895-1902). A pencil note on a front endpaper
indicates that this copy was once in the Apponyi Library. The Apponyi library was formed in
Vienna in the late 18th century and is now at Oponice, Slovakia and is part of the Slovak
National Library. Count Lajos Apponyi sold a number of books from the library at Sotheby’s
in November 1892 and this book possibly came from that sale, but there were also other
dispersals in the 1930s.
£950
This beautiful edition was printed for the wedding of Carolina Teresa of Bourbon and
Maximilian of Saxony. It was issued in 4 formats, each with a different collation. This copy is
Brooks 443, but is without the 2 blank leaves called for in Brooks who also states that the total
number of leaves is 113, which is incorrect.

32.

BOTTINEAU, Étienne. Extrait du mémoire..... sur la nauscopie, ou l'art de découvrir
les vaisseaux & les terres à une distance considérable. 8vo, n.p. [Paris?], 1786. 87pp.
Bound with: LE ROY, Julien David. La marine des anciens peuples, expliquée et considérée
par rapport aux lumières qu'on peut tirer pour perfectionner la marine moderne. First edition,
8vo, Paris, chez Nyon aîné & Stoupe, 1777. xxxii, 224pp., 6 folding engraved plates showing
ancient Greek and Roman vessels. With: LE ROI, -. Éloge de Charles de Sainte-Maure, Duc
de Montausier, Pair de France.... First edition, 8vo, Paris, chez Demonville, 1781. 56pp. Bound
with 2 other works which are imperfect. Together 5 works in 1 volume - contemporary quarter
calf, rubbed around the edges, spine rubbed and worn at head and foot, contents very good.
£275
Bottineau's work, bound in 4th place in the volume, is the most important here. Bottineau
(c.1740-1813) came from Nantes and was an engineer in the service of the French navy. In the
early 1780s he was stationed at Mauritius and there he claimed he could detect the approach
of ships at a distance of up 1000 kilometres from land merely by examining the minute
differences allegedly produced in the atmosphere. This radar-like ability he termed 'nauscopie'.
He proved to be accurate in his predictions and earned considerable sums by gambling on
them. The authorities became interested in his 'nauscopie' and decided to thoroughly
investigate his claims and therefore Bottineau returned to France hoping to make his fortune.
However, events conspired against him. It was now the French Revolution, Marat, his chief
supporter was assassinated and little was done. 'Nauscopie' fell into obscurity. This work was
originally published in a very small edition in quarto. Library Hub locates 2 copies only.

The wheel of Pythagoras
33.

CATTAN, Christophe de. La Geomance du Seigneur Christofe de Cattan,
Gentilhomme Genevoys. Livre non moins
plaisant & recreatif, que d' ingenieuse
invention pour sçavoir toutes choses
presentes, passées & à advenir. First
edition, 4to, Paris, Jean Corrozet, 1558
[8], 178, [2]ff., woodcut on the title, woodcut
diagrams, tables and illustrations in the text,
woodcut decorative initials. 19th century half
vellum on marbled boards, preliminary leaves
misbound, leaf é1 reinforced at inner margin,
title rather soiled, some soiling and mostly
marginal ink staining throughout, but mostly
towards the beginning and end.
£1,500
The very rare first edition of this treatise
which is particularly famous for its 'Roue de
Pythagoras' section at the end. The edition
was shared between Corrozet and Gilles
Gilles as is clear from the privilege verso of
the title. The Gilles edition has a rather
different title within a decorative border,
otherwise the two issues are identical. Caillet
2093 - 'Ouvrage très estimé. C'est peut-être
le traité le plus complet de Géomancie que
nous ayions, et il comprend en outre des
données du plus haut interêt sur l'Astrologie
et les autre branches de la Divination'.
Dorbon: Bibliotheca Esoterica 646 'aujourd'hui ne se rencontre que fort rarement..' and with full page illustration of the 'wheel of
Pythagoras'; Adams C.1128 for the Gilles issue.

34.

[CERDAN, Jean-Paul, Comte de]. L'Europe esclave si l'Angleterre ne rompt ses fers.
First edition, 12mo, Cologne (London?), chez Jean l’Ingenu, à la Verité, 1677. [vi],
106pp., engraved frontispiece. Contemporary vellum boards with the gilt arms of Ignaz Karl
von Sternberg (d.1700) at centre of covers and also his ownership stamps on the title, lacks
clasps, a little soiled, light browning throughout but heavier at the beginning, early inscription
on title and also verso of title.
£350
Rare first edition of this attack on French Catholic influence at the court of Charles II. There
was an English translation in 1681. Karl von Sternberg was an important Bohemian nobleman
who served as governor of Prague for a period.

35.

COOK, Captain James. Voyage au Pole Austral et autour du monde, fait sur les
vaisseaux de roi l'Aventure & la Résolution, en 1772, 1773, 1774 & 1775; écrit par
Jacques Cook..... dans laquelle on a inséré la relation du capitaine Furneaux & celle
de messieurs Forster. 6 vols, 8vo, Paris, no publisher, 1778. xl, 461; 432; 428; 388; 368;
317pp. Contemporary half calf on marbled boards, flat spines richly gilt, at the centre of the
upper covers there is the crowned gilt monogram of Hedvig Elisabeth Charlotte of HolsteinGottorp Queen-Consort of Sweden (1759-1818). A few corners are a little rubbed, but overall
a most attractive set in very good fresh condition.
£800

A beautiful set of
this work with a
fine
royal
provenance.
A
manuscript note
in Swedish in a
contemporary
hand on the front
free
endpaper
states that it was
bought at the
auction
of
property
belonging
to
Queen
Hedvig
Elisabeth
Charlotta on 5th
February 1819 presumably some
of her books were
sold at auction
shortly after her
death. There is no
4to atlas of plates
and maps to
accompany the
text, but none
required for this
edition. The title
and text make no
mention of an
atlas or plates and copies can be found as this (e.g. Bibliothèque Nationale). Not in Hill or
Sabin; no copy on COPAC.

36.

COUSIN, Louis (translator and editor). Histoire de Constantinople depuis le régne
de l'ancien Justin, jusqu'à la fin de l'Empire. Traduite sur les Originaux Grecs par M.
Cousin, Président en la Cour des Monnoies. 8 vols bound in 11, 12mo, [Amsterdam],
suivant la copie imprimée à Paris, chez Damien Foucault, 1685. Additional engraved
pictorial title in vol 1, engraved headpieces. Uniform contemporary calf, spines gilt, a little
worn at some corners and at the head and foot of some of the spines, small brown stain on
engraved and printed title of vol 1 only. In all, a handsome set in good condition. From the
Schloßbibliothek Walpersdorf (Austria) which was bequeathed to the Stiftsbibliothek
Herzogenburg in 1905 - bookplates of both libraries in each volume.
£795
First published by Damien Foucault in Paris in 1672-74 this is the second edition of this scarce
and important work on the history of Constantinople. It is an abridged translation of the
'Corpus Byzantinae Historiae', a collection of texts on Byzantine history. Not in Blackmer;
Atabey 295 describes an imperfect copy of this edition lacking the second part of volume 7.

37.

CRESCENZI, Pietro de. De agricultura, omnibusque plantarum & animalium
generibus, libri XII, in quibus nihil non experienta comprobatum... Small 4to, Basel,
H. Petri, 1538. [xl], 574 (misnumbered 564), [2]pp., italic letter, woodcut printer's device on
title and on the final leaf which is blank except for the device verso, woodcut decorative initials.
17th century English panelled calf, spine gilt, slightly rubbed, short cracks at head of joints, 1
or 2 small neat marginal repairs. In all, a very good copy. On the front pastedown there is the

large armorial bookplate of Thomas Earl of Kinnoull, Viscount Dupplin, Lord Hay of Kinfauns
and on the facing f.e.p. is the library's armorial shelf label. Bound in before the title is a leaf
with the collation note of J. Wright dated 10 December 1723.
£1,250
This is the first Petri edition of Crescenzi's agricultural classic written in the 13th century. It
was first printed 1471 and numerous editions followed up to 1600. The work relates to the
management of a large estate and contains sections on hunting and fishing, wine and wine
making, animal husbandry, diseases of animals, cultivation of cereals, plants and trees etc.
Adams C.2929; Simon, Bibliotheca Bacchia II, 158.

38.

[CRÈVECOEUR, Michel Guillaume Jean]. Lettres d'un Cultivateur Américain,
écrites à A.W.S. Écuyer, depuis l’année 1770, jusqu’au 1781. Traduites de l’Anglais
par * * *. Two vols, 12mo, Maastricht, chez J.E. Dufour & Phil. Roux, 1785. xxiv, 457,
[1]; [iv], 431, [1]pp. 19th century green boards, leather title labels on the spines, damp staining
on the last leaf of vol 1 and also on the first few leaves of vol 2, else a good set.
£275
This is the third edition in French, one year after the first. The original English edition
appeared in 1782 with the title ‘Letters from an American Farmer’. Crèvecoeur (1731-1813)
emigrated to America in 1754 and settled on a farm near New York, but he returned to his
native France defore his death. Howes 883 - ‘Description of American life of great influence
in attracting European immigration in the post-revolutionary period. As literature unexcelled
by any American work of the 18th century. Sabin 17494; this edition not in Rochedieu.

39.

DAVILA, Enrico Caterino. Historia de la guerras civiles de Francia... traduxola.. en
nuestra lengua Castellana. Folio, Madrid, widow of Carlos Sanchez, 1651 [xii], 652,
[10]pp., printed in double columns, 1 engraved plate of a coat of arms after the title. Later
French red half morocco on marbled boards, spine gilt with the coat of arms of Louis Philippe
d'Orléans (1773-1850) in the top compartment of the spine and his crowned monogram in the
bottom compartment (Olivier 2577 fer 11). The corners of the binding are worn, a few leaves
frayed but well clear of text, top corner of the engraved plate torn but only in the margin, title
a little creased and slightly browned. Nevertheless, a handsome volume.
£1,775
First Spanish edition of Davila's famous history of the religious wars in France during the late
16th century. Davila (1576-1631) was an Italian historian and diplomat - he took part in these
wars and met many of the leading figures. His book was first published in Venice in 1630 and
it was an immediate success and translations into French, Spanish and English followed. This
copy has a very fine provenance having belonged to Louis Philippe d'Orléans who was later
King Louis Philippe of France from 1830 to 1848. In addition to the gilt arms and monogram
on the spine there is the stamp 'Bibliothèque du Roi Neuilly' on the title. The book was first
sold at auction in Paris in March 1852, lot 1937. Palau 50297.

40.

DENESLE, M. Les préjugés du public sur l'honneur, avec des observations critiques,
morales, & historiques. Three vols, 12mo, Paris, chez H.C. de Hansy, 1766. [iv], xvi,
400; iv, 462; [iv], 464pp. Contemporary mottled calf, flat spines gilt. An attractive set in very
good condition.
£175
A treatise and good conduct in governmet, business, friendship, love and marriage, education,
etc., etc. This work was first published in 1747 in two volumes.

41.

DENMARK. HAAS, Jonas. An album of maps and views of Denmark mostly engraved
by Jonas Haas. 4to, c.195 x 190mm., Copenhagen, c.1764 The album contains folding
13 engravings of various sizes and is bound in contemporary boards covered in Dutch or
German floral paper, some wear to the spine, else in good condition. An attractive item.
£750
The plates are mostly engraved by Jonas Haas (1720-1775). The album contains the following
engravings: a fine large map of Saeland c.530 x 480mm.; a plan of Copenhagen c.530 x 410mm.
(short tear in map without loss); a panorama of Copenhagen dated 1764 c.175 x 450mm.; 10
other smaller folding plates mostly c.160 x 240mm. including views of Friderichsberg palace

and a plan of the gardens, Eremitage palace; Hirscholm palace; Sophienberg; Fridrichsborg;
Fredensborg; Cronborg; Helsingör; and also a costume plate.

42.

[DESCHAMPS, Nicolas, Sieur des Landes]. Mémoires des deux dernières
campagnes de Monsieur de Turenne, en Allemagne, et de ce qui s'est passé, depuis sa
mort, sous le commandement du comte de Lorge. New edition, revised and corrected,
12mo, chez Charles Antoine Jombert, 1756. viii, 280pp. Contemporary mottled calf, spine
gilt in compartments, top corners worn, otherwise a very good copy. (H).
£60
This work gives an account of the death of the great military commander Vicomte de Turenne
(1611-1675) at the battle of Salzbach during the Franco-Dutch war in Alsace and the
Rhineland.

43.

[DU BELLAY, Jean, Cardinal]. Defense pour le Roy de France Treschrestien, a
lencontre des iniures & detractions de Iaques Omphalius, faicte nagueres en Latin par
ung Serviteur du Roy, & maintenant traduicte en Francois par Simon Brunel. 4to,
Paris, Robert Estienne, 1544. [24]ff., woodcut printer's device on title. Modern marbled
boards with red leather title label on the spine, with several interesting marginal annotations in
a contemporary hand. A very good wide-margined copy from the library of Elizabeth
Armstrong.
£295
Not in Schreiber or Adams; Renouard p.62 no.25.

44.

[DU BELLAY, Jean, Cardinal]. Response a une epitre envoyee de Spire par ung
Secretaire allemand a ung serviteur du Roy treschrestien.... 4to, Paris, Robert Estienne,
1544. [22]ff., including the final blank, 2 large criblé initials, woodcut printer's device on title.
Modern marbled boards, spine with red leather title label, neatly repaired worm track at the
inner margin not affecting the text, light stain in top margin of a few leaves, else a good widemargined copy from the library of Elizabeth Armstrong.
£295
Not in Schreiber or Adams; Renouard p.61 no.23.

45.

FLORIAN, Jean-Pierre Claris de. Galatée, roman pastoral; imité de Cervantes.
Folio, Paris, chez Defer de Maisonneuve, 1793 125pp. + final blank, 4 superb colourprinted engraved plates after Monsiau before letters. Contemporary tree calf, wide gilt
decorative border on covers, flat spine gilt in compartments, a.e.g., slightly worn at head and
foot of spine, but still a fine attractive copy. With the lithograph bookplate on the front
pastedown of M. de Nothomb of Longaville printed on pink paper.
£950
Lovely copy of this book, one of a small group of luxurious French books with colour-printed
plates from this period. The story is prefaced by a life of Cervantes and an account of his works.
Cohen-de Ricci 400.

46.

GIOVIO, Paolo. Elogia virorum bellica virtute illustrium veris imaginibus supposita,
quae apud Musaeum spectantur. First edition, folio, Florence, in officina Laurentii
Torrentini Ducalis Typographi, 1551. 340, [4]pp., + final blank on which there is additional
index written in ink in an early hand in 3 columns, Torrentino’s woodcut device of the Medici
arms on the title, woodcut decorative initials. Early 18th century calf, triple gilt fillet on covers,
spine richly gilt, red morocco label, a.e.g., some wear at corners and head and foot of spine,
some marks and scuffing on the covers, joints partly cracked but firm, title a little stained in the
top margin and with signature dated 1723, else a good copy with wide margins of this
handsomely printed work. The biographies are in Roman letter, verses in italic letter.
£695
Biographies of illustrious men whose portraits Giovio held in his private collection at his villa
by Lake Como. Evidently these ‘elogia’ were written on strips of parchment hanging beneath
each portrait. One of the subjects in this book is Christopher Columbus (pp.172-174) - Giovio’s
portrait of Columbus was the only authentic likeness of the explorer. Other subjects include
Henry VIII of England, Saladin, Tamerlane, Alexander the Great, Cesare Borgia, Cosimo de

Medici, Emperor Charles V, etc. Mortimer Italian Books at Harvard 213; Adams G.639;
Brunet III, 584 - ‘fort belle’.

47.

[GIRARDIN, Stanislas Xavier de]. Promenade ou itinéraire des jardins
d'Ermenonville.
First edition, 8vo, Paris, chez Mérigot père, Gattey, Guyot, &
Ermenonville, chez Murray, 1788. 68pp., 25 aquatint plates numbered 0-24, 2 engraved
plates of music printed on bluish paper. Contemporary marbled calf, gilt decorative border on
covers, red label, spine a little rubbed with loss of some gilt, a little light foxing in the top
margin of the title, else a good copy, the beautiful plates in fine clean condition.
£1,000
The gardens at Ermenonville, about 25 miles north of Paris, were planned by Girardin and
were the earliest and perhaps the best examples of French landscape gardening. Girardin was
a friend of Rousseau and it was at Ermenonville that Rousseau spent the last 6 weeks of his life
in 1778. He composed part of his last work here, 'Les rêveries du promeneur solitaire', and he
was buried on the Ile des Peupliers, an artificial island in the lake, though later his remains
were removed to the Pantheon.

48.

[GOURY DE CHAMPGRAND, Charles Jean]. Traité de venerie et de chasses.
Sçavoir: du cerf, du daim, du chevreuil, du lièvre, du sanglier, du loup, du renard......
First edition, 2 parts in 1 vol, 4to, Paris, chez Claude-Jean-Baptiste Herissant, 1769. xii,
98, [4], 99-208, [2]pp., 39 superb engraved plates a number of which are folding. Modern
French half morocco on marbled boards by E. Rousselle, earlier bookplate of Edward Sands
Litchfield on the front pastedown. Very good clean copy.
£950
Schwerdt I, 214-215 - 'A well printed book, containing some nice plates; pp.149-174 of the
second part contains an essay on falconry. At the end there is a dictionary of sporting terms'.
Souhart 224; Thiebaud 469 - 'C'est à peu près le seul ouvrage cynégétique illustré qui ait été
publié en France au XVIIIe siècle; il est assez recherché pour cette raison'. Hunting scenes
are shown in some of the plates and the section on falconry includes 13 plates of birds of prey.

49.

[GRIFFET, Henri]. Mémoire concernant l'institut, la doctrine et l’établissement des
Jésuites en France. Nouvelle édition, plus ample, plus fidelle & plus correcte. Three
parts in 1 vol, 12mo, Rennes, chez Nicolas-Paul Vatar, 1762. [ii], 424pp. Later quarter
calf on marbled boards, flat spine richly gilt, corner of 1 leaf torn without loss, outer margin of
the last 2 leaves trimmed but not affecting the text. Good copy overall.
£100
At p.270 there is a separate title ‘Mémoire sur la doctrine des Jesuites’ and at p.391 there is
the large drop-title ‘Mémoire sur l’établissement et sur l’état des Jesuites....’. In some copies
this final section is separately paginated. This work was first published at Avignon in 1761.
Cioranescu 32402.

50.

HOTMAN, François. Francogallia. Editio terta locupletior. 8vo, [Cologne], Johannis
Bertulphius, 1576. 254, [10]pp., title within a woodcut decorative border. Contemporary
vellum, slightly soiled, lacks ties, title a bit soiled and with early inscription in the top margin.
Overall, a good copy. On the front pastedown there is the large engraved bookplate of Antoine
de Lamare D. de Cheneuarin with printed blazon of the arms below.
£500
François Hotman (1524-1590) was a Protestant lawyer and writer. He fled France after the
St.Bartholomew's Day massace in 1572 and settled in Geneva where he wrote 'Francogallia',
his most important work, which was first published in 1573. This book deals with political
theory, representative government and attacks absolute monarchy. Adams H.1084.

51.

INDAGINE, Johannes de. Chiromantia. Physiognomia, ex aspectu membrorum
Hominis.... Folio, c.300 x 200mm., Strasbourg, Johannes Schott, 1541. 130, [2]pp., large
woodcut portrait of the author on the title and full-page woodcut arms on the last leaf with
printer's device verso - these fine woodcuts are attributed to Hans Baldung Grien. Also with
numerous woodcut diagrams and illustrations in the text, woodcut decorative initials. Old
vellum, a little worn at corners and covers soiled and a little stained, title and verso of final leaf

a little dusty, 2 or 3 very short tears in the bottom margin of the title, else this is a good clean
copy with good margins. 18th century armorial bookplate and 2 old manuscript notes about
Indagine on the front pastedown.
£1,950
Rare early and well-illustrated book on palmistry and astrology. This edition not in Adams or
Caillet.

52.

KAEMPFER, Engelbert. Histoire naturelle, civile, et ecclesiastique de l'empire du
Japon. Composée en Allemand.... et traduite en François sur la version anglaise de
Jean-Gaspar Scheuchzer. 3 vols, 12mo, Amsterdam, chez Herman Uytwerf, 1732. [ii],
lxx, [ii], 312; [vi], 416; [iv], 379, [17]pp., titles in red and black, title of vol 1 with an engraved
vignette. With engraved frontispiece in vol 1 and 13 folding engraved maps and plans,
including a map of Japan and detailed plans of Edo (Tokyo) and Nagasaki. Contemporary calf,
spines richly gilt, head of spines a little worn or rubbed, a little worming at the head of spine of
vol 3 and some neat restoration on the upper cover of vol 2. Nevertheless, overall this is a good
attractive and clean set.
£1,850
Kaempfer
(1651-1716)
was a German doctor who
travelled widely in Persia
and India in the period
1684-89 before being sent
to Nagasaki by the Dutch
East India Company. For
nearly 4 years he lived on
Deshima
Island
in
Nagasaki bay where the
Dutch had a trading post.
He spent much of his time
learning as much as he
could about Japan and he
was able to travel to Edo
(modern Tokyo) on two
occasions at a time when
Japan was closed to
foreigners.
After
Kaempfer’s death his
manuscripts were bought
by Sir Hans Sloane who
had his librarian Scheucher translate them into English and publish them in 1727 in a folio
edition. The first French edition was issued in 1729, also a folio, followed by the present
edition. Kaempfer’s account of his stay and his observations on Japan’s natural history,
language, religion and institutions etc. remained the most important work on the country until
the 19th century.

53.

LE CHEVALIER, Jean-Baptiste. Voyage dans la Troade, ou tableau de la plaine de
Troie dans son état actuel. Second edition, 8vo, chez Laran, an VII [1799]. [iv], 269,
[1]pp., large folding engraved map and 9 engraved plates. Contemporary quarter calf on
marbled boards, red title label, head and foot of spine a little chipped, else a very good clean
copy. Note that in this copy plate 1, normally a folding plate in 3 parts, has been bound in 2
parts - there is no loss. Usually the book has 8 plates.
£200
One of the first serious works on Troy. Le Chevalier first visited the Troad in 1785 and again
in 1786 and 1787 and detailed surveys and maps were made on these visits. Monglond IV,
1006; Cox I, 237; this edition not in Blackmer or Atabey.

54.

LONICER, Johann Adam. Ständ und Orden der H. Römischen Catholischen Kirchen.
Small 4to, Frankfurt am Main, Sigmund Feyrabend, 1585. 116ff., title in red and black
with woodcut vignette, 102 woodcuts in the text by Jost Amman, woodcut printer’s device on
the final leaf. Later, probably late 18th century, boards, uncut, some paper toning and marginal
browning, a few spots, small repaired hole at the inner margin of the first few leaves, no front
and rear free endpaper, but this is as originally bound. Good copy.
£950
Well known book illustrating the dress of the different ranks of the clergy and of all the various
monastic orders. Above each woodcut there is a very brief account of the order in 2 or 3
sentences and beneath the woodcut an eight line poem. Amman’s woodcuts are especially fine
as each figure is placed before a background of plants. This is the first German edition, from
the same year as the original Latin edition. In this copy the date on the title is MDXXCV instead
of the more usual MDXXXV which is found on most copies of the German edition. One of the
most beautiful of the early costume books. Colas 121; Murray Early German Books 33 for the
Latin edition; Lipperheide Oe1; not in Adams. See front cover illustration.

55.

MANUSCRIPT. [GARDE ÉCOSSAISE]. État de 1785. Small 8vo, c.150 x 96mm.,
n.p., [Paris?], 1785. Title + [57]pp. Bound in contemporary mottled calf, triple gilt fillet on
covers, flat spine gilt ‘à la grotesque’, red edges, 2 small worm holes near the foot of the upper
joint, else in fine condition.
£750
Charming manuscript on paper on the state of the
‘Garde Écossaise’ in 1785 consisting of cartouche
title within a decorative border and 57 pages listing
the members of the ‘garde’ - approx. 425 names in
total. Each page is within an ink-ruled border
decorated at the corners and each page is also
decorated with varying scrolls or sprays of flowers
in water colours. The ‘Garde Écossaise’ was
founded in 1418 and it became the royal bodyguard.
As the name suggests it was originally composed of
Scottish soldiers, but by the 18th century it was
recruited entirely from Frenchmen.
It was
disbanded in 1789 and reformed for the Restoration,
but finally abolished in 1830. The manuscript lists
the names of the members by rank beginning with
the officers and it also states the date of joining the
‘garde’ and concludes with a much longer list of the
soldiers in the ‘garde’ by seniority (’ancienneté)
starting with those who joined in 1744. Also
included is a list of the 11 members of the ‘Garde de
la Manche’. This was an élite detachment which
formed the king’s personal guard which stood in
close attendance at state occasions. It was so called
because they were close enough to brush the king’s
sleeve. A delightful little manuscript, beautifully written and drawn and in lovely condition.

56.

MARELLI, Giuseppe. Breve racconto dell' origine, e de' progressi dell’ insigne
tempio di Nostra Signora detta de’ Miracoli presso il Borgo di Ro. First edition, small
8vo, Milan, nella stamperia della Bibliot. Ambros., appresso Giuseppe Marelli, 1756.
67, [1]pp., engraved frontispiece. 19th century quarter calf on cloth, head and foot of spine
very slightly rubbed, but a nice copy. From the library of Giannalisa Feltrinelli with bookplate
on the front pastedown.
£50
This rare work is a history and description of the Sanctuary of the Blessed Virgin of the Sorrows
at Rho, near Milan. The church here contains a painting of the Pietà which in 1583 supposedly
shed tears of blood which was declared a miracle by the Catholic Church.

57.

MIRABEAU, Honoré-Gabriel Riqueti, Comte de. Conseils à un jeune Prince qui
sent la nécessité de refaire son éducation, et Lettre remise à Frédéric-Guillaume II, Roi
régnant de Prusse, le jour de son avénement au trône. Two parts in 1 vol, 8vo, n.p.
[Paris?], 1788. vi, 88, 84pp. Recent marbled boards, red title label, narrow stain in the top
margin of the half-title, some light foxing on the last few pages and occasional underlining in
red in the second part, else a good clean copy.
£250
Scarce work giving advice on statecraft, the duties and responsibilities of a ruler etc. This is
the first edition of the ‘Conseils’ to which is added the ‘Lettre’ with separate title dated 1787 this had first been published in Berlin in 1787. Cioranescu 45219; INED 3182 - ‘Influence du
Prince sur les moeurs nationales’.

58.

NAUDÉ, Gabriel. Apologie pour les grands hommes soupconnez de magie. Dernière
édition où l'on a ajouté quelques remarques. Small 8vo, Amsterdam, chez Jean
Frédéric Bernard, 1712. [18], 470pp., engraved frontispiece, title in red and black. Later 18th
century calf, triple gilt fillet on covers, spine richly gilt, inner gilt dentelles, a.e.g., upper joint
cracked but firm. A very good copy with the collation note of J. J. de Bure, fils aîné dated 18
March 1807 on a front endpaper.
£450
Best edition of this well-known book which was first published in 1625. Deals with famous
scientists and philosophers who have been falsely accused of magic and sorcery - figures
include Cardanus, Roger Bacon, Nostredamus, Albertus Magnus, Savonarola, Paracelsus,
Pythagoras and others. Dorbon 3227; Caillet 7923 - 'ce très curieux ouvrage', Rosenthal 3004;
Cioranescu 50838.

59.

[PERREAU, Jean-André]. Mizrim, ou le sage à la cour. Histoire égyptienne. First
edition, 8vo, Neuchâtel, Imprimerie de la Société Typographique, 1782. iv, 146p., woodengraving on title, without the final leaf (table of contents), tear in top margin of title without
loss. Bound with: [BOURDON, Louis Gabriel]. Le parc au cerf, ou l'origine de l'affreux
deficit. Par un zélé patriote. First edition, Paris, sur les débris de la Bastille, 1790. 8, 191pp., 4
engraved plates. With: CALONNE, Charles Alexandre de. Lettre adressée au Roi...Le 9
février 1789. First edition, Londres, T. Spilsbury, [1789]. [ii], 296pp. Three works bound in 1
volume - contemporary quarter calf, worn, crack in spine and small worm hole near foot of
spine, lower joint partly cracked, half-title and frontispiece of Bourdon loose and marginal hole
in A4. Modestly bound, but containing very rare texts.
£575
Two very rare and interesting works in this volume. Perreau's 'Mirzim' is a novel giving an
account of the wise man Mirzim responsible for the education of a son of the ruler of Egypt.
There are chapters on government, religion, tax, and social problems etc. and the work in effect
attacks the French government of the day, its institutions and policies. The book was of course
banned in France. Bourdon's 'Le parc au cerf' is a violent attack on the debauchery of the king
and Madame de Pompadour. 'Le parc au cerf' was actually a sort of brothel at Versailles where
girls were selected for the king and taken to Paris. This copy has the pornographic plate,
usually missing, showing the banker Peixotte in a very compromising situation. Cohen/de Ricci
182; Gay-Lemonnyer III, 631.

60.

ROUSSEAU, Jean-Jacques. Émile, ou de l'éducation. 4 vols, 12mo, Amsterdam,
Jean Néaulme, 1762 [but actually Paris, Duchesne, after 1774]. viii, [ii], 466; [iv], 407;
[iv], 381; [iv], 455, 112pp., titles in red and black, 5 engraved plates after Eisen. Contemporary
calf, flat spines gilt, slightly rubbed, some corners a bit worn and wear at foot of spine of vol 1,
but in all, a good set. On the front pastedown of vol 1 there is the attractive contemporary label
of the bookseller Pallandre l’aîné of Place Saint-Projet, Bordeaux. The label states that he buys
and sells all kinds of books, old and new, French and foreign, and will prepare catalogues and
estimate values.
£275
A scarce edition of this great work - volume 4 contains a supplement to 'Émile' titled 'Émile et
Sophie, ou les solitaires'. This supplement is not found in most editions. McEachern II, 7;
Tchemerzine X, 45.

61.

SEYSSEL, Claude de. La gra[n]d monarchie de France.... adressant au Roy
treschrestian, Francoys premier de ce nom.
Two parts in 1 vol, small 8vo, Paris, Denys
Ianot for Galliot du Pré, 1541. [11], 1 blank
leaf, 162, [1]ff., with blank N4, title within a
beautiful woodcut decorative border, final leaf
blank except for Galliot du Pré's large woodcut
device verso, 8 small woodcuts in the text and
numerous woodcut decorative initials. Well
bound in late 18th century calf by Duplanil
(signed in gilt near foot of spine), blind-stamped
decorative border on covers, central blindstamped lozenge, spine decorated in gilt and
blind, slightly rubbed, upper joint weak, a few
small ink stains on the upper cover, lower
corners worn. Overall a good copy, text clean
and with good margins.
£1,450
Second edition of this work which was first
published in 1519. However, this is the first
printing of the second part, dated 1540, which
begins at leaf 100 with separate title with
woodcut. It is entitled 'La loy Salique, premiere
loy des Francoys.... faisant mention de
plusieurs droictz appartenantz aux roys de
France'. Seyssel (1450-1520) was a French
jurist and humanist now remembered for his political writings which most unusually for the
time were written in French. In 1517 he was appointed Archbishop of Turin. 'La grand
monarchie' was written at the instigation of King Francis I and in it Seyssel expresses his
support for a hereditary monarchy. It was an influential work and is regarded as an important
example of French political thinking in the early 16th century. Adams S.1034; Mortimer
(Havard) 495; Brunet V, 330.

62.

STAEL-HOLSTEIN, Madame Germaine de. De l'influence des passions sur le
bonheur des individus et des nations. First edition, 8vo, Lausanne, chez Jean Mourer
& Hignou et Comp., 1796. 376pp., + errata leaf. An English binding of near contemporary
diced russia, double gilt fillet on covers, flat spine gilt, slightly rubbed, blank corner of 1 leaf
torn away. With the engraved bookplate of Charles Daubeny on the front pastedown. Quite
probably the chemist, botanist and geologist Charles Daubeny (1795-1867).
£250
A very good copy of this important book which founded Madame de Stael’s literary reputation.
It was intended to be in 2 parts, but the second part was never written - the first part deals with
‘le bonheur des individus’ and the second part had been intended to deal with ‘le bonheur des
nations’. A very few copies with the words ‘Première Partie’ on the title were printed, but
withdrawn. A new title was issued, but immediately after publication Madame de Stael made
a few changes to the style of her text and the publisher was obliged to print 6 cancel leaves and
therefore the first edition can be found in 2 states. The present copy has cancel leaves and the
new title without the words ‘Première Partie’ - Lonchamp 29 considers this to be the first
edition and illustrates it in his bibliography; Schazman 22. Library Hub locates only one copy
of this first edition which is at the National Library of Scotland.

63.

STRUYS, Jan Janszoon. Les voyages de Jean Struys, en Moscovie, en Tartarie, en
Perse, aux Indes, & en plusieurs autres païs étrangers...... A quoi on a ajouté...... la
relation d'un naufrage, dont les suites ont produit des effets extraordinaires. Par
Monsieur Glanius. First edition in French, 2 parts in 1 vol, 4to, Amsterdam, chez la
veuve de Jacob van Meurs, 1681. [xiv], 360, [14], [iv], 80pp., first title in red and black, 2

additional engraved titles, 19 folding or double-page plates and maps in the first part, text
engravings in the second part. Contemporary calf, gilt coat of arms at centre of the covers, gilt
on spine faded and minor old repairs at head and foot of spine, small burn hole in Y1 with loss
of a couple of letters only, E2 with small piece of corner torn away (no loss), some small
marginal stains and a little minor worming in the bottom margin of a few leaves. Overall,
however, a good copy in an armorial binding.
£1,750
This important work was first published in Dutch in 1676. Struys travelled to Japan on his first
journey between 1647 and 1655; his second journey 1655-1657 took him to the Mediterranean
and the third and last journey from 1668 to 1673 was to Russia, Persia and Arabia. The fine
plates show town views, and there also plates showing scenes of death by skinning alive and
being trampled on or thrown by elephants etc. This copy has a fine provenance. It is from the
library of Jeanne Baptiste d'Albert de Luynes, Comtesse de Verrue (1670-1736), daughter of
the Duc de Luynes and her gilt coat of arms is at the centre of the covers. She formed a
magnificent library and in 1737 a catalogue of it was published - see Guigard II, pp.233-235
for more information on her and her library. Cordier: Bibliotheca Japonica 388-389.

64.

TACHARD, Guy. Voyage de Siam, des Pères Jesuites, envoyez par le Roy aux Indes
& à la Chine. Avec leurs observations astronomiques, et leurs remarques de physique,
de géographie, d'hydrographie, & d'histoire. First edition, 4to, Paris, chez Arnoud
Seneuze & Daniel Horthemels, 1686. [xvi], 424, [8]pp., engraved vignette on the title, 20
engraved plates and maps 10 of which are double-page and some with 2 subjects, 7 engraved
headpieces (1 shaved at head), woodcut initials. Contemporary calf, spine gilt, staining on the
last few leaves and occasional staining elsewhere, minor stains on some of the plates. Old
signature 'Luce' on the title.
£1,250
Tachard (1648-1712) was a French Jesuit priest, mathematician and linguist. In 1685 he
accompanied the Louis XIV's embassy to Siam (Thailand) as the official geographer,
departing France early in March 1685 and travelling to Siam via the Cape of Good Hope (the
book includes a map of the Cape, and of South Africa), Java and Sumatra. He left Siam in
December 1685 arriving in France in June 1686 when he then began writing this account of
his travels. In 1687 he set out for Siam again. Cordier Indosinica 947.

65.

THEYLS, Willem. Memoires pour servir à l'histoire de Charles XII, Roi de Suède.
Contenant ce qui s’est passé pendant le séjour de
ce Prince dans l’Empire Ottoman; & un récit
fidèle des troubles survenus de tems en tems entre
Sa Maj. Cz. & la Porte &c &c. On y a joint une
relation de la dernière guerre entre le GrandSeigneur, l’Empereur & la Republique de
Venise... First edition, 2 parts in 1 vol, 8vo,
Leiden, chez Jean du Vivier, 1722. [viii], 392pp.,
title in red and black and with a beautiful engraved
vignette of a panoramic view of Constantinople.
Later 18th century calf, red edges, flat spine gilt in
compartments, gilt decorative border on the covers, at
the centre of the covers there is the gilt coat of arms
of the British diplomat and ambassador to Paris Lord
Stuart de Rothesay (1779-1845). There is some insect
damage to the covers with small loss to the gilt border,
but the arms are not affected. Nevertheless, this is still
an attractive copy in overall very good clean
condition.
£225
The second part ‘Memoires curieux de la guerre...’
begins at p.169 with separate title and this part is

signed ‘Tom.II’ though the signatures and pagination continue from part 1. After the heavy
defeat of the Swedish army against Russia at the Battle of Poltava in 1709 Charles XII (16821718) went into exile in the Ottoman Empire where he spent 5 years. This book gives some
account of the King’s exile at Constantinople and in the second part there is an account of the
Venetian-Ottoman war of 1714-18 over Venetian possessions in the Aegean. Theyls was an
official at the Dutch embassy in Constantinople. Nice copy of this very scarce and interesting
book. No copy in Blackmer or Atabey.

66.

TOMASINI, Jacopo Filippo. De Tesseris Hospitalitatis. Liber singularis. 12mo,
Amsterdam, Andreas Frisius, 1670. [xii], 227, [25]pp., additional engraved title, 2 folding
engraved plates (1 bound in upside down), and engravings in text someof which are full-page.
Bound with: TOMASINI, Jacopo Filippo. Titus Livius Patavinus. 12mo, Amsterdam, Andreas
Frisius, 1670. 125, [17]pp., engraving on title, 2 folding engraved plates including a portrait, 1
engraving in text. 2 works in 1 volume. Contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt, joints and head
of spine a bit worn, but a good copy.
£135
The first work deals with hospitality in the Roman world and with 'tesserae hospitales' which
were Roman tokens, usually made of lead or bronze, entitling the bearer to hospitality on his
travels abroad. The plates show examples of the tokens and scenes of eating and drinking.
Bibliotheca Gastronomica 1466. The second work is a life of Livy.

67.

VITRUVIUS POLLO, Marcus. Architecture générale de Vitruve reduite en abregé,
par Mr. Perrault de l'Académie des Sciences à Paris. 12mo, Amsterdam, aux dépens
des Huguetan, et se vend chez George Gallet, 1681. [xxii], 224, [225-272]pp., including
11 engraved plates 1 of which is double-page, title in red and black with engraved vignette and
engraved frontispiece dated 1691. Contemporary calf, spine gilt, a little worn, short crack at
foot of upper joint, fore-edge of text on the double-page plate cut very close but no loss. In all,
a very good copy with the 18th century engraved armorial bookplate of Elden Hall.
£200
This abridged version of Vitruvius's 'De Architectura' was first published in 1674 a year after
the publication of Perrault's folio French translation and the plates are reduced versions of
those in the folio edition. The book was intended to instruct the amateur in architectural taste
and in order to help him there is a section at the end which explains the difficult words in
Vitruvius. It anticipates the numerous 18th century works on specialised subjects written for
the general public. Millard 169 for the 1674 edition - '...this book has not received the attention
it deserves'; Fowler p.328 for this edition.

BOOKS AFTER 1800
68.

ARLINCOURT, Charles-Victor Prévot, Vicomte d'. Le Pèlerin. L'Étoile Polaire.
First edition, 2 vols in 1, 8vo, Paris, Dumont, 1843. 360, 400pp. + errata leaf.
Contemporary half calf, joints slightly rubbed, small stain on half-title and title of volume 1,
else a very good copy. From the library of the Duchesse de Berry (1798-1870) at Brunnsee,
Austria and formerly item 3 in my catalogue 122!
£120
Arlincourt (1788-1856) was a popular romantic novelist whose work were greatly criticised at
the time for having impossible plots. However, the present work is not a novel, but an
interesting account of his journey to Russia in 1842.

69.

BAGEHOT, Walter. Estimates of some Englishmen and Scotchmen, a series of
articles reprinted by permission principally from the National Review. First separate
edition, 8vo, London, Chapman and Hall, 1858. [ii], 453, [3]pp. Original embossed brown
cloth, first 2 leaves lightly browned, otherwise a fine copy.
£95
Excellent copy of Bagehot's first book. Subjects include Cowper, Gibbon, Peel, Shakespeare,
Macaulay, Shelley, Hartley Coleridge and Bishop Butler.

70.

BELL, Alexander Graham. The question of sign-language and the utility of signs in
the instruction of the deaf. Reprinted by permission from ‘The Educator’. First separate
edition, 8vo, Washington, D.C., Sanders Printing Office, 1898. 29pp. Original printed
wrappers, small round label at top of upper cover and a library label on the lower cover, else
very good - no other labels or stamps.
£35
Bell is known as the inventor of the telephone, but he also conducted research in many other
fields. One particular interest was in aids for the deaf as shown in this pamphlet.

71.

BIRMINGHAM MAP. SMITH, J. Piggott. Map of Birmingham, engraved from a
minute trigonometrical survey made in the years 1824 & 1825, by Beilby, Knott &
Beilby..... Large folding engraved map in 48 sections, dissected and mounted on linen,
c.1312 x 1393mm., Birmingham, J. Piggott Smith, surveyor & engineer, 1828. The map
has an inset plan of Birmingham in 1731. It is in very good clean condition and is contained in
the original book-shaped pull-off box, spine rubbed and lacking the title label.
£1,200
Very good copy of this large scale and very detailed map of Birmingham showing the city at an
early stage in its progress to becoming a major industrial city. This is the finest and most
important early map of the city.

72.

BLANCHÈRE, Henri de la. Voyage au fond de la mer. First edition, large 8vo, Paris,
Furne, Jouvet et Cie., n.d., [c.1869]. [iv], 316pp., 16 colour lithograph plates and numerous
wood-engravings in the text. Contemporary half calf, upper cover a little marked, spine slightly
faded, frontispiece loose.
£50
Strange story of two girls who travel to the bottom of the sea. The colour plates, some of which
depict weird sea creatures, are quite charming and each has a tissue guard with caption.

73.

CABET, Étienne. Réalisation d'Icarie. Nouvelles de Nauvoo. First edition, 4 parts
only (of 6), 8vo, Paris, au Bureau du Populaire, 1849. 40, 57-104pp., caption titles,
paginated continuously across the parts. Wants parts 3 and 6. The first part has the caption
title 'Icarie. Les Icariens d'Amérique'. Unbound, as issued, a few small marginal annotations,
small library stamp on the first page of each part, else in very good condition.
£150
Étienne Cabet (1788-1856), French philosopher and utopian socialist, was the founder of the
Icarian movement who established utopian workers' cooperatives first at Red River in Texas
and then in 1849 at Nauvoo, Illinois. The Texas experiment did not last long and many colonists
returned to France disillusioned, but the Nauvoo cooperative developed into a successful
agricultural community and lasted until about 1898. This periodical contains news from
Nauvoo, articles by Cabet, letters by Icarians and gives a fascinating insight into the difficulties
of organising the community. These pamphlets are exceptionally rare - Worldcat records very
few copies.

74.

CAMPBELL, Alexander. A journey from Edinburgh through parts of North Britain:
containing remarks on Scotish (sic) landscape; and observations on rural economy,
natural history, manufactures, trade, and commerce; interspersed with anecdotes,
traditional, literary, and historical.... First edition, 2 vols, 4to, London, A. Strahan for
T.N. Longman and O. Rees, 1802. xxiv, 408; viii, 384, [10]pp., with 44 sepia aquatint plates.
Contemporary half calf on marbled boards, some scuffing on the covers, occasional light foxing
or toning and some offsetting from the plates as usual. In all, however, a good copy.
£400
The attractive aquatint plates are engraved after drawings by the author. Volume 2 contains a
brief biography of Adam Smith.

75.

CARR, Sir John. Caledonian sketches, on a tour through Scotland in 1807: to which
is prefixed an explanatory address to the public upon a recent trial. First edition, 4to,
London, Mathews and Leigh, 1809. [iv], xxii, [ii], 541, [1]pp., folding engraved frontispiece
with a view of Edinburgh and 11 engraved plates. Contemporary half calf on marbled boards,

spine gilt in compartments, some rubbing on the marbled paper of the covers, else a very good
copy.
£185
Sir John Carr (1772-1832) was a barrister and travel writer, author also of books on Ireland,
Holland, France and the Baltic countries. In 1807 Edward Dubois wrote a satire on Carr’s
book on Ireland, and the frontispiece to that book consisted of a print which Carr judged to be
‘a libellous caricature print, and its explanation, of a personal and offensive nature...’. Carr
therefore prosecuted the publishers, but he in turn was accused of attacking the liberty of the
press. Carr lost his case and this is the subject of the ‘explanatory address to the public upon
a recent trial’. Carr’s books were sometimes regarded as superficial at the time and the present
work was wittily reviewed by Sir Walter Scott in the ‘Quarterly Review’.

76.

CARY, John. Cary's Traveller's Companion, or, a Delineation of the Turnpike Roads
of England and Wales; shewing the immediate route to every market and borough town
throughout the kingdom, laid down from the best authorities, on a new set of county
maps... Small 8vo, London, printed for John Cary, 1819. Engraved title, advert leaf and
contents leaf, general map of England and Wales and 42 engraved county maps with
contemporary outline colouring - the map of Yorkshire is much larger and folding. At the end
there is the [16] page list of market towns and routes, and [4]pp. adverts. Contemporary half
calf on marbled boards, slightly rubbed. A very good copy.
£300
Chubb CCLXXXI.

77.

CHAPBOOK. The shipwreck of a Portuguese sloop, tear (sic) the Calamian Islands,
forming part of the Philippines in the year 1688. 12mo, Oundle [Northamptonshire],
printed by and for T. Bell, n.d., [c.1850?]. 12pp., woodcut of a sailing ship on the title.
Disbound, printed on poor quality paper and therefore browned and with some light foxing, else
good.
£35
Issued in the series ‘Bell’s edition of Popular Stories, Shipwrecks, Robberies, Piracies, &c.’.

78.

CLOT-BEY, Antoine Barthelemy. Aperçu général sur l'Égypte. First edition, 2 vols,
8vo, Paris, Fortin, Masson et Cie., 1840. xc, [ii], 360; [iv], 570, [1]pp., lithograph portrait
in vol 1, 7 lithograph maps and plans 3 of which are folding and including a folding coloured
map of Egypt. Contemporary quarter calf on marbled boards, spines decorated in gilt and blind,
slightly rubbed at corners and 1 corner a bit worn, some foxing, and marginal staining towards
the end of vol 1. A few words on p.39 of vol 1 erased in ink probably by the author.
Nevertheless, still a good copy.
£350
Clot or Clot-Bey as he was known in Egypt was a French doctor who spent many years in
Egypt. In 1824 he was appointed surgeon to the Egyptian army and he also organised health
services in the country and founded a school of medicine. This is a presentation copy inscribed
on the half-title of vol 1 to the famous doctor and surgeon Claude-François Lallemand (17901853) - ‘a Monsieur Le Professeur Lallemand hommage respectueux et d’inaltérable amitié,
Clot-Bey...’. Blackmer 370 - ‘A survey of modern Egypt and Egyptian life and manners with a
great deal of documentation’.

79.

COBBETT, William. Porcupine's Works: Containing various writings and selections
exhibiting a faithful picture of the United States of America; of their governments, laws,
politics, and resources; of the characters of their presidents, governors, legislators,
magistrates and military men; and of the customs, manners, morals, religion, virtues
and vices of the people.... First edition, 12 vols, 8vo, London, printed for Cobbett and
Wilson, 1801. Uncut in contemporary boards with the original printed red spine labels, a few
short splits on the joints, but overall a very nice set in original unsophisticated condition.
£900
The first collected edition of Cobbett's writings published under the pseudonym 'Peter
Porcupine'. Volume 12 contains a most useful subject index to all 12 volumes. An appealing
set and rare in this condition. Sabin 14009.

80.

COWPER, William. Poems by William Cowper, of the Inner Temple. In two volumes.
A new edition. 2 vols, 12mo, London, J. Johnson, 1812-13. x, 368; iv, [iv], 368pp. With:
Poems by William Cowper - vol III. containing his posthumous poetry, and a sketch of his life.
By his kinsman John Johnson. 12mo, London, Rivington, 1813. xciii, 359, [1]pp. Together 3
volumes - uniform crimson half morocco on marbled boards, flat spines tooled in gilt and black
to a honeycomb design, marbled boards a bit rubbed, else in very good condition.
£90
An attractive set of the first complete edition edited by Cowpers relative John Johnson. It
contains many new poems published for the first time from manuscripts in Johnson’s
possession. The ‘Sketch of his life’ in the third volume is by Johnson and this volume also
contains a dedication to Earl Spencer, Cowper’s patron.

81.

DEAF AND DUMB EDUCATION. Essays by pupils at the College of the Deaf and
Dumb, Rugby, Warwickshire. 12mo, London, Longman and Co., 1845. xii, 156pp.
Original blind-stamped green cloth, small remains of a paper label on the covers, else a good
copy.
£50
With an introduction by H. B. Bingham, principal of the college. A collection of essays on a
wide variety of subjects set mostly by people in Warwickshire. However, one essay was set by
Charles Dickens and his chosen title was ‘If you can describe an author to me, I should be glad
to know (having some interest in the subject) what he is?’.

82.

DENHAM, Major, CLAPPERTON, Captain & OUDNEY, Dr. Narrative of travels
and discoveries in Northern and Central Africa, in the years 1822, 1823, and 1824,....
extending across the great desert to the tenth degree of northern latitude, and from
Kouka in Bornou, to Sackatoo, the capital of the Felatah Empire. Second edition, 2
vols, 8vo, London, John Murray, 1826. lxxxviii, 321, [3]; iv, 413, [3]pp., 2 engraved
frontispieces, 10 engraved plates (1 coloured), 3 folding maps including a very large map at the
end of vol 1. Contemporary quarter calf on marbled boards, vellum tips at corners, light
marginal foxing to a few plates. With the modern bookplate of Marshall Laird in vol 1, and the
19th century armorial bookplate of Richard Davey in vol 2. A very nice copy of this important
account of travels in central Africa.
£500

83.

DUCOS, Auguste Bernard. Itinéraire et souvenirs d'Angleterre et d'Écosse. 18141826. First edition, 4 vols, 8vo, Paris, Imprimerie de Prosper Dondey-Dupré, 1834.
384; 404; 412; 420pp., printed on ‘papier vélin’. With 11 engraved maps and plans, 8 lithograph
plates - the maps and plans are mostly folding. Contemporary quarter calf on marbled boards,
some damp staining and and scattered throughout, except in vol 3. Nevertheless, a serviceable
set of this rare work, bindings being in good condition.
£300
This is one of the rarest descriptions of Britain by a French traveller - only 150 copies were
printed for private distribution by the author who was formerly a director of the Banque de
France. The author in particular writes on Britain’s economy, manufactures and the Industrial
Revolution. This copy has a presentation inscription from Ducos in volume 1. Brunet III, 473.

84.

DUNSTABLE. LAMBORN, Charles. The Dunstaplelogia: wherein is set forth the
origin, manners, customs, trade, and progress of the town of Dunstaple (i.e. Dunstable),
with numerous illustrations, and the antiquities connected therewith during the Roman
and Saxon periods, with many translations from the original Latin. First edition, 8vo,
Dunstaple, printed and published by James Tibbett, 1859. 269, [3]pp., with frontispiece
and 10 wood-engraved plates. Contemporary cloth, possibly publisher’s original cloth. Good
copy.
£50

85.

DURBIN, Henry. A narrative of some extraordinary things that happened to Mr.
Richard Giles's children at The Lamb, without Lawford's-Gate, Bristol; supposed to be
the effect of witchcraft. By the late Mr. Henry Durbin, chymist, who was an eye and

ear witness of the principal facts herein related (never before published). To which is
added, a letter from the Rev. Mr. Bedford... to the Bishop of Gloucester, relative to one
Thomas Perks, of Mangotsfield, who had dealings with familiar spirits. First edition,
8vo, Bristol, R. Edwards, 1800. 60pp. Later black cloth, titled in gilt on the spine, some
spotting on the upper cover, title and verso of last leaf browned, contemporary inscription 'Mr.
Middleton with A:G's heartiest Love' in the top margin of the title. Good copy. With the small
bookplate of Charles Wells on the front pastedown.
£495
First and only edition of this detailed account of hauntings at the Lamb Inn, Bristol, between
December 1761 and November 1762. Very rare.

86.

ERAGNY PRESS. VILLON, François. Autres poesies de Maistre François Villon
& de son ecole. 8vo, London, Hacon & Ricketts, Eragny Press, 1901. 55, [5]pp., printing
in red and black, woodcut decorative initials, 1 page within a decorative green border and with
an initial in red, woodcut verso on title within a green border - the woodcut initials and
decorations are all designed by Lucien Pissarro and engraved by Esther Pissarro (wife of the
artist). In the original rather fragile binding of decorated boards, some light wear on the joints
and at the head of the spine, last few leaves with some light browning, 2 small ownership
inscriptions on the front free endpaper one of which is dated 1968. Overall, a good copy.
£250
A beautiful production from the Eragny Press. The edition was strictly limited to 226 copies of
which 200 were for sale. Genz EP10.

87.

FARMER, John S. Musa Pedestris. Three centuries of canting songs and slang rhymes
(1536-1896). First edition, 8vo, n.p., [London?}, printed for subscribers only, 1896.
xv, 251pp. Uncut in the original boards, printed paper title label on the spine, head of spine
slightly worn, corners slightly rubbed, but still a very good copy.
£30

88.

FIELDING, Henry. Tom Jones. Histoire d’un enfant trouvé. Traduction nouvelle par
Defauconpret, précédée d’une notice biographique et liitéraire sur Fielding, par Walter
Scot. Two vols, 8vo, Paris, Furne, Libraire-Éditeur, 1835. xxiv, 503; [iv], 568pp., with
additional engraved titles, each with a vignette and 4 tissue-guarded plates by Tony Johannot.
Period quarter calf, gilt panels, some corners slightly worn, occasional light foxing and
engraved title of vol 2 somewhat browned, but still a good set.
£50
The biographical notice on Fielding by Sir Walter Scott is not described in Todd and Bowden’s
bibliography.

89.

FOURIER, Charles & PELLARIN, Dr. Charles. Lettre de Fourier au Grand Juge
(4 Nivôse an XII). Fourier et ses contemporains. L’utopie et la routine.
L’expérimentation et l’empirism en matière sociale. First edition, small 8vo, Paris,
Dentu, 1874. 105pp. Uncut and partly unopened in the original printed wrappers, covers a
little chipped and head and foot of spine worn, some foxing, else quite good condition
considering it is still in the original fragile wrappers.
£30
This work consists of the first printing of a letter written by the utopian socialist Charles Fourier
(1772-1837) in 1803 to the Minister of Justice. In the letter Fourier responds to the accusations
made against him after he had published an article in the ‘Bulletin de Lyon’ in which he had
predicted a terrible European war. This is followed by Pellarin’s observations on the letter
and his 3 essays as noted in the title above. Pellarin (1804-1883) was a naval surgeon by
profession and took part in several military campaigns. He became a socialist and follower of
Fourier and wrote a number of works on Fourier and utopian socialism. Del Bo p.9.

90.

FRANCE, Anatole. Alfred de Vigny. Étude. First edition, small 8vo, Paris, Librairie
de Bachelin-Deflorenne, 1868. vi, 152, [2]pp., etched portrait by G. Staal. Near

contemporary half roan on marbled boards, t.e.g., the original printed wrappers are bound in,
light foxing to the portrait, else a good copy.
£95
The first edition of Anatole France's very rare first book - it was preceded only by his 9 page
pamphlet 'La Légende de Sainte Radegonde' (1859) written at the age of 15 and which is now
so rare as to be unobtainable as only a few copies were printed. Vicaire III, 806; Carteret I,
275 - 'fort rare'.

91.

FRANCE, Anatole. Les Dieux Asiatiques aux premiers siècles de l’ère chrétienne.
Pointe sèche par Raphaël Schwartz. 8vo, [Paris], pour les Amis du Docteur LucienGraux, 1928. 47, [2]pp., etched portrait frontispiece of Anatole France by Schwartz.
Contemporary dark blue half morocco on marbled boards, original wrappers bound in. A fine
copy.
£60
This is one of 30 copies on ‘Hollande’ of an edition limited to 250 copies in total. It is also the
first title in the series ‘Pour les Amis du Docteur Lucien-Graux’.

92.

GALT, John. Letters from the Levant; containing views of the state of society,
manners, opinions and commerce, in Greece, and several of the principal islands of the
archipelago. Inscribed to the Prince Koslovsky. First edition, 8vo, London, printed for
T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1813. xv, [1], 386pp., engraved map as frontispiece. Uncut in
original boards, later calf spine, some mostly marginal browning or spotting, on the front free
endpaper there is a list of early names and dates which looks like a list of borrowers from a
lending library although there is no library label or stamp. However, still a reasonable copy of
this scarce title.
£650
Blackmer 645; Atabey 474 - 'A collection of letters actually written by Galt during his travels,
with a good deal about Byron, with whom he travelled from Gibraltar to Malta and met again
in Athens'.

93.

GARDENS. [SILVA, Ercole]. Dell' arte dei giardini inglesi. First edition, 4to, Milan,
dalla Stamperia e Fonderia al Genio Tipografico, Anno IX [1801]. [8], 373pp. + errata
leaf. With 30 engravings in the text and 6 folding engraved plates. Wide-margined copy on
heavy paper in the original wrappers, lacking the spine, occasional light browning and a few
pages with some foxing. Contained in a recent cloth slipcase covers with decorative floral paper
and a card chemise with title neatly written on a spine label. In all, a good copy, nicely
presented. With the ownership inscription on the title of the Marchese Egidio Gregorio Orsini
da Roma (1736-1819).
£800
Important and beautifully illustrated work on gardens in the English style. The text includes
lists of trees and flowers suitable for planting and descriptions of certain Italian gardens. The
fine engravings show views of parks, temples, villas, grottoes, garden designs, waterfalls and
garden ornaments, etc. Berlin Catalogue 3498; Cicognara 960 - 'la migliore opera in questo
genere che abbia l'Italia'.

94.

GELL, Sir William. Itinerary of the Morea: being a description of the routes of that
peninsula. First edition, 8vo, London, printed for Rodwell and Martin, 1817. xv, [i],
248pp., folding engraved map, interleaved copy, without the half-title. Modern half calf. A
very good copy.
£650
Blackmer 663; Atabey 486 - 'This is the first of Gell's 'Itineraries', which contained information
organized along plotted routes and are the forerunners of today's guide books'.

With an original watercolour by Jeanniot
95.

GONCOURT, Edmond de. La fille Élisa. 4to, Paris, Émile Testard, 1895. [iv], vii,
257, [3]pp., with 10 etched plates by Georges Jeanniot including a portrait of Goncourt as
frontispiece, and 60 illustrations in the text. Contemporary red half morocco,, t.e.g., original
printed wrappers bound in. Attractive copy in fine condition.
£300

No. 220 of a limited edition of 300 copies from the series 'Collection des Dix'. This is a rather
special copy having on a front endpaper a good original watercolour by Georges Jeanniot
showing an elegant woman walking in a street holding an umbrella. Carteret IV, 190.

96.

GOUDEAU, Émile. Parisienne idylle. Illustrations de Pierre Vidal. 4to, Paris,
imprimé pour Charles Meunier, Maison du Livre, 1903. [iv], 76pp. + 4pp. prospectus.
Illustrated with 33 wood-engaving by Pierre Vidal printed on 'Chine' and at the end there is an
extra suite of the wood-engravings printed on 'Japon pelure'. In the original publisher's marbled
calf (plein veau gris raciné) decorated in gilt with 3 swallows near the top of the upper cover
and at the bottom with a white cat inlaid in morocco looking up at the swallows, the spine is
also decorated in gilt, the original pictorial green wrappers are bound in. It is contained in a
marbled slipcase which is a little rubbed and worn - the book itself is in very fine condition. A
duplicate of the prospectus is loosely inserted.
£360
An excellent copy of this beautifully illustrated book. This is no.47 of 70 copies on 'Chine' - the
edition was limited to 90 copies in total.

97.

GRAHAM, H. D. Antiquities of Iona. First edition, 4to, London, Day & Son, 1850.
[iv], 28pp., 52 tinted lithograph plates including the pictorial title and the map of Iona. Original
cloth with title in gilt on the upper cover, neatly rebacked in calf, red label, later endpapers. A
good clean copy.
£100
Includes the two page list of subscribers headed by Prince Albert, many plates of carved
ornaments, decorated tombs, views of the Abbey and the island. Loosely inserted is a full page
contemporary review of the book - ‘.... the volume will be viewed with gratification by the
architectural antiquary...’.

98.

GRANT, Charles. The history of Mauritius, or the Isle of France, and the neigbouring
islands; from their first discovery to the present time. First edition, 4to, London, W.
Bulmer for the author, 1801. xxi, 571pp., with 3 folding maps and plans - a large general
map, chart of much of the Indian Ocean and a plan of Port Louis. Contemporary calf, double
gilt fillet on covers, flat spine gilt, somewhat rubbed, upper joint weak and short crack a head
of lower joint, some light toning and light foxing on a few pages. Nevertheless, a good copy
of this splendid book.
£1,100
The first detailed account of Mauritius in English. It was compiled by Charles Grant from the
papers of his father who was governor of the island for 20 years. Of particular interest is the
magnificent detailed map of the island c.730 x 500mm. which includes a panorama of Mauritius
from the north-west.

99.

GRILLPARZER, Franz. Das goldene Vließ. Dramatisches Gedicht in drei
Abtheilungen. First edition, 8vo, Vienna, J. B. Wallishausser, 1822. [ii], 302pp.
Contemporary half calf, corners worn and some occasional light browning, else a good copy.
£50

100.

HADEN, Francis Seymour. About etching. Part I. Notes on a collection of etchings
and engravings by the great masters.... Part II. An annotated catalogue of the examples
exhibited of etchers and painter-engravers’ works... Large 4to, c.335 x 250mm.,
London, the Fine Art Society, 1879. 78pp., with an original etching by Haden ‘The Moat
House’ as frontispiece, and 15 facsimiles of etchings. Original quarter morocco on green cloth,
title in gilt on upper cover, spine a bit rubbed, else a very good clean copy.
£195
Haden (1818-1910) was a surgeon by profession, but also a talented artist who specialised in
etching. As an artist he was quite an important figure because he was one of the founders of
the Society of Painter-Etchers and was a driving force in the revival of etching in Britain. The
15 facsimiles after Dürer, Rembrandt, Turner, Claude Lorrain, Meryon and others are of very
high quality and each retains its original tissue-guard. This is the fourth and best edition of
this work - the earlier editions had fewer pages and were not illustrated.

101.

HOLZSCHUHER, August Freiherr von. Die materielle Noth der untern
Volksklassen und ihre Uraschen. First edition, 8vo, Augsburg, Verlag der Matth.
Rieger’schen Buchhandlung, 1850. vi, 148pp. + advert leaf. Uncut in the original printed
wrappers, covers a bit worn and soiled, some light foxing in the text, else good.
£30
This work was a prize-winning essay in a competition set by King Maximilian II of Bavaria on
the best means of helping the poorest classes out of poverty.

102.

KEPPEL, George. Personal narrative of travels in Babylonia, Assyria, Media, and
Scythia, in the year 1824. Third edition, 2 vols in 1, 8vo, London, Henry Colburn,
1827. xii, 338, vii, 351, [1]pp., folding engraved map, 4 hand-coloured engraved plates
including the 2 frontispieces, and a few wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Contemporary
calf, blind-tooled border on covers, slightly rubbed at corners, but a very good clean copy.
£695
An account of Keppel's journey overland to England from India where he had served in the
army. After the Middle East his route took him to Russia where he visited Moscow and St.
Petersburg. Blackmer 908; not in Atabey.

103.

KING, Rufus. The speech of Rufus King, Esq., in the Senate, on the navigation laws of
the United States, which is at this time deserving of the serious attention of the British
legislature. First London edition, 8vo, London, Thomas Davison, 1819. 24pp.
Disbound, a little light foxing on the title and final leaf.
£40
A speech in which the New York senator recommends strengthening American shipping
regulations in regard to Britain. This London edition adds a preface explaining how these new
regulations will be damaging to British trade.

104.

[LACROIX, Paul]. L'homme au masque de fer. Par Paul L. Jacob [pseudonym of
Lacroix]. First edition, 8vo, Paris, Victor Magen, 1837. 324pp., complete with the halftitle with adverts verso. Contemporary half calf. Very good copy. From the library of the
Duchesse de Berry (1798-1870) at Brunnsee, Austria and also formerly item 92 in my catalogue
122!
£125
Rare first edition of this historical work on the identity of the mysterious prisoner known as ‘the
man in the iron mask’. One theory, advanced by Voltaire, but opposed by Lacroix, is that he
was the brother of Louis XIV. The mystery of this famous prisoner has been the subject of many
historical works, novels and films. Vicaire IV, 824; Clouzot p.172.

105.

LAFONTAINE, Auguste. Aline de Riesenstein, ou le tableau de la vie. First edition
in French, 4 vols, 12mo, Paris, J. G. Dentu, 1810 [iv], 271; [iv], 280; [iv], 263; [iv], 367pp.,
with the half titles. Contemporary calf, gilt border on the spines, flat spines gilt. Very good
condition - an attractive set.
£120
Lafontaine (1758-1831) was a German writer of many popular sentimental novels which were
bestsellers at the time.

106.

LAURIE, J. S. (editor). Sketches of political economy. First edition, 12mo, London,
T. Murby, 1864. 84pp + [8]pp. adverts. Original blind-stamped cloth with title in gilt on the
upper cover, slightly rubbed and faded, but still a very good copy.

107.

£25

LEGH, Thomas. Narrative of a journey in Egypt and the country beyond the cataracts.
First edition, 4to, London, John Murray, 1816. viii, [4], 157pp. + advert leaf. With folding
engraved map before the title and 1 folding engraved facsimile specimens of Thebaic
manuscripts. Contemporary diced russia, gilt border on covers, corners a bit worn and spine a
little rubbed, some offsetting from the map and plate, foxing on the advert leaf and rear
endpaper,, but in all a good copy. With the engraved armorial bookplate of Joseph Ffeilden of
Witton, Lancashire.
£550

Legh travelled in Egypt in 1812-13 with the Rev. Charles Smelt whose journal provided the
basis for much of Legh’s book. They explored beyond Aswan as far as Nubia where they were
amongst the first Europeans to examine the temples. Blackmer 999; Abbey Travel 267.

108.

LYON. LIONS, J. Guide du voyageur à Lyon, ou Lyon ancien et Lyon moderne.
Fourth edition, 12mo, Paris, chez Audin, & Lyon, chez Lions, 1837. [iv], 245pp., folding
engraved plan of Lyon and 6 plates. Original printed boards, slightly worn and soiled, joints
partly cracked, else a good copy of this scarce guide book to Lyon.
£85

109.

MACKENZIE, Alexander. Voyages from Montreal, on the River St.Laurence,
through the continent of North America, to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans, in the years
1789 and 1793; with a preliminary account of the rise, progress, and present state of
the fur trade... Second edition, 2 vols, 8vo, London, T. Cadell... & Edinburgh, W.
Creech, 1802. xiv, 290; 332pp., with half-titles and with engraved portrait and 3 large folding
engraved maps. A contemporary French binding of pale half calf on speckled boards, a few
corners a little worn, but still a very good set. With the armorial bookplate of H. Tronchin in
each volume.
£795
This second edtion, which seems to be much rarer than the first, has the same portrait and maps
as the single volume 4to first edition of 1801. A very important narrative of exploration in
northern Canada. The first volume to p.162 consists of an account of the fur trade along with
descriptions of the Knisteneaux, Algonquin and Chepewyan Indians with vocabularies of their
languages. There is then Mackenzie's account of his 1789 journey from Fort Chepewyan in
northern Alberta down the river which now bears his name to the Arctic Ocean. Volume 2
describes his 1793 journey also from Fort Chepewyan across the Rocky Mountains to the
Pacific Ocean. Howes M.133; Sabin 43415.

110.

MADDEN, R. R. Travels in Turkey, Egypt, Nubia, and Palestine, in 1824, 1825, 1826,
and 1827. First edition, 2 vols, 8vo, London, Henry Colburn, 1829. xvi, 401, [1]; viii,
398pp., no half-titles but see the note on this in 'Ottoman World', hand-coloured aquatint
frontispiece in volume 1 showing the author dressed in Syrian costume. Contemporary diced
calf, gilt border on covers, flat spine gilt in compartments, small dent on lower cover of vol 2,
light offsetting on title of vol 1, spines slightly rubbed and faded, but overall an attractive copy
in very good condition.
£895
This work is written in the form of a series of 41 letters. Madden was a surgeon and was
therefore able to travel to regions closed to most Europeans. Atabey 748; Blackmer Sale 801
- 'Madden writes of harems, slave markets, religion, crime and punishment, politics, and
numerous other subjects as well as medicine...'.

111.

MAP. CARY, John. Cary's new six sheet map of England & Wales, with part of
Scotland; on which are carefully laid down all the direct and principal cross roads, the
rivers, navigable canals, cities market and borough towns.... from the most recent
surveys. Engraved map, c.1340 x 1060mm., mounted on linen and dissected, London,
John Cary, 1828. Large and detailed map with the original hand-colouring. It folds into the
original slipcase with title label on the upper cover, map with some browning and title label a
little soiled, but overall a very good example of this fine map.
£200

112.

MAP. EUROPE. TEESDALE, Henry. A new map of Europe, corrected & revised
from the best and latest authorities. Engraved map, c.760 x 890mm., dissected and
mounted on linen, London, Teesdale, 1835. The map is in full original body colour and
folds into a red morocco slipcase with title in gilt 'Europe' on the upper cover. The slipcase is
rubbed, but the attractive map itself is in fine clean condition.
£140

113.

MASSON, Michel. Ne touchez pas à la reine. First edition, 8vo, Paris, Ambroise
Dupont, 1837. [iv], 333, [3]pp. Contemporary half calf, slightly worn, labels on spine a little
chipped, occasional browning and foxing, but mostly at the beginning and end. From the library
of the Duchesse de Berry (1798-1870) at Brunnsee, Austria, and also item 115 in my catalogue
122!
£50
Rare novel set in 17th century Spain. Not in Vicaire.

114.

MELVILLE, Herman. Narrative of a four months' residence among the natives of a
valley of the Marquesas Islands; or a peep at Polynesian life. First edition, second
issue, small 8vo, London, John Murray, 1846. xvi, 285, [1]pp., map, but without the halftitle or adverts. Later half calf on marbled boards, a little light foxing at the beginning and end,
but still a good clean copy.
£395
This is Melville’s first book, published one month before the American first edition which
appeared with the better-known title ‘Typee’.

115.

MÉRIMÉE, Prosper. Carmen. 8vo, Paris, Calmannn Lévy, Édition L. Conquet,
1884. [iv], 147pp., additional etched title by S. Arcos and 8 plates each with a vignette by
Arcos. In a fine binding in contemporary half morocco by V. Champs, original printed blue
wrappers bound in, t.e.g., others uncut, some leaves rather dust-soiled in the margins, others in
fine condition.
£60
This is from an edition of limited to 225 copies on ‘paperi velin à la cuve des fabriques du
Marais’, this copy being unnumbered. Trahard & Josserand p.96; Vicaire II, 501-502.

116.

[MICOUD D'UMONS, Charles Emmanuel]. Sur les finances, le commerce, la
marine et les colonies. First edition, 2 vols in 1, 8vo, Paris, chez H. Agasse, 1802. [iv],
223, [iv], 267pp. Contemporary half calf, red and green labels. A very nice copy.
£350
This scarce work is in 3 parts and divided into 41 'discours' on a wide variety of subjects commerce, tax, banks, taxes, navy, colonies, slavery (which he justifies), trade with India and
China and much else. In the third part he considers the economies of the major powers of
Europe including Britain. In the preface the author states it is not his intention to create any
new system, but to reflect on the present situation and to try to perfect it where possible. Kress
B.4567; Sabin 48821.

117.

MITCHELL, William. The national monument to be completed for the Scottish
National Gallery on the model of the Parthenon. An appeal to the Scottish people. First
edition, 4to, London, Adam and Charles Black, 1907. xxi, 68pp., 6 colour plates, 11 plates
of architectural drawings by Henry Kerr showing plans and designs. Original printed wrappers,
covers a little soiled and head and foot of spine pulled.
£35
This is one of the 500 ‘edition de luxe’ copies which were issued by Quaritch. This work relates
to the Scottish National Monument at Calton Hill, Edinburgh, a building modelled on the
Parthenon. Construction began in 1826, but it was left unfinished in 1829. In 1907 there was
a plan to complete the building and use it as the Scottish National Gallery. This book describes
and illustrates the plans for the gallery and appeals for funds. The idea came to nothing and
the unfinished monument remains as a magnificent folly overlooking Edinburgh.

118.

MORGAN, Sydney, Lady, née Owenson. France. Second edition, 2 vols, 8vo,
London, Henry Colburn, 1817. xvi, 416; vii, [i], 413, clxxx., with 2 leaves of engraved music
in vol 1. Contemporary half calf, green title labels and gilt bands on the spine, a little rubbed,
and some insect damage near the joints, small tear in half-title of vol 1 without loss of text,
short cracks at the head of the joints, an early reader has lightly corrected the errata in pencil
and also translated some of Lady Morgan’s French quotations in volume 1. Nevertheless, a
good copy overall.
£150
Second edition of this well known work based on Lady Morgan’s residence in France in 1816
and it is from the same year as the first edition. The 180 page section at the end of volume 2

has a separate title - ‘Four appendices on the state of law, finance, medicine, and political
opinion in France’ by Sir T. Charles Morgan.

Fine binding and with an original drawing by Lepère
119.

MORIN, Louis. Les dimanches parisiens. Notes d'un décadent. First edition, 8vo,
Paris, Librairie L. Conquet, 1898. 213, [3]pp., with an etched frontispiece by A. Lepère and
40 etched head and tailpieces by Lepère. Beautifully bound by Ch. Lanoe in brown morocco,
the front cover is inlaid with a white stone plaquette decorated with a design in black most
probably by Lepère, front and rear turn-ins with inlaid purple and grey leafy ornaments, woven
silk doublures, a.e.g. The original printed wrappers, including the spine, have been bound in.
Very fine condition. The book is contained in a slipcase which is also in fine condition. On
the front endpapers there are the attractive etched bookplates of Léon Comar and Henri Marcus.
£2,750
An exceptional copy of this book which is beautifully illustrated with Lepère's etchings of
Parisians taking part in leisure activities - boating, at the races, cycling, on the boulevards,
dining in restaurants etc.. It is extra-illustrated with an original pencil drawing by Lepère,
monogrammed and titled by him. This drawing has been neatly mounted on a leaf before the
half-title and is a study of the two standing figures in the first headpiece. In addition this copy
has an extra suite of the all the etchings bound in at the correct place in the text. This is no.50
of 250 copies on ‘papier vélin du Marais’. Carteret IV, 294 - 'Dernière et très belle publication
de cet éditeur, très cotée...... Maintenant que le livre est très coté, on peut dire que c'est une des
meilleures et des plus pittoresques de l'artiste, la plus importante avec des eaux-fortes'.

120.

NEALE, Adam. Travels through some parts of Germany, Poland, Moldavia, and
Turkey. First edition, 4to, London, printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and
Brown, 1818. xiii, 295pp., + 4pp. catalogue dated February 1818. With 11 hand-coloured
aquatint plates (4 of these plates each contain 2 engravings). Uncut in original boards, printed
paper title label on the spine, 1 margin of label a little chipped, spine covering lifting in places
at the joints, but joints firm, corners bumped, some light offsetting, but overall a good clean
copy.
£850

This is an account of an overland journey to Turkey which took place between July 1805 and
March 1806. Neale travelled to Turkey to take up a position as physician to the British embassy
in Constantinople. His journey took him through Germany and Poland, down the Danube to
Jassy in Moldavia (now Romania) and then via the Black Sea to Constantinople. Includes
sections on Prague, Vienna, Lemberg (now Lviv) etc. The plates include views of Dresden,
Prague, Jassy and villages by the Black Sea. Atabey 859; Blackmer 1186; Abbey Travel 19.

121.

NUS, Eugène & MERAY, Antony. L'Empire des Légumes. Mémoires de Cucurbitus
Ier. Recueillis et mis en ordre par MM. Eugène Nus et Antony Meray. Dessins par
Amedée Varin. First edition, 8vo,
Paris, G. de Gonet, [1851]. [iv],
310pp., engraved frontispiece and 24
engraved plates, all lighty handcoloured as intended. With the halftitle - 'Droleries Végétales'.
Contemporary French hard-grained
dark blue morocco, corners a little
rubbed, light crack at head and foot
of the lower joint, head of spine
slightly worn, a few text pages with
some light foxing. Overall, a very
good clean copy of this famous
book.
£950
The narrator discovers an unknown
world in Paris, populated by
vegetables with human traits
engaged in human activities and
ruled by Cucurbitus I. The book is a
political and social satire directed
against Napoleon III and his
government, Cucurbitus being
Napoleon III. The book is celebrated
for Varin's highly original and
amusing plates of human vegetables.
It was originally issued in 50 parts in
1850. Vicaire VI, 243-244; Brivois
p.134 - '25 gravures légèrement
coloriées'. Note that in this copy a few plates are not bound in the order given by Brivois, but
there is no plate list and even Vicaire's list does not agree with Brivois.

122.

PITOU, Louis-Ange. Voyage à Cayenne, dans les deux Amérique et les
Antropophages;...... contenant le tableau général des déportés, la vie et les causes de
l'exile del'auteur; des notions particulières sur Collot-d'Herbois et Billaud-deVarennes, sur les îles Séchelles et les déportés de nivôse (an 8 et 9), sur la religion, le
commerce et les moeurs des sauvages, des noirs des créoles et des quakers. Second
edition, enlarged, 2 vols, 8vo, Paris, chez L. A. Pitou, October 1807. [iv], 10, 60, 312;
[iv], 404pp., 2 folding engraved plates. Contemporary red calf-backed marbled boards, a few
leaves misbound at the beginning of vol 1, but complete. A nice copy.
£300
Pitou was a singer and song-writer and accused of satirical anti-revolutionary songs, he was
deported to the penal colony in Cayenne in 1797 and eventually pardoned by Napoleon and
freed in 1803. This work, first published in 1805, gives a colourful account of his deportation
and life in Cayenne. Sabin 63059 stated the work to be 'largely fictitious', but it is thought to
be mainly truthful though somewhat exaggerated. Howes P.395.

123.

PRADT, Dominique Dufour de. Parallèle de la puissance anglaise et russe
relativement à l'Europe, suivi d’un aperçu sur la Grèce. First edition, 8vo, Paris, chez
Bechet aîné, 1823. [iv], 254pp., half-title with adverts verso. Later modest 19th century half
calf, some browning on the first and last few leaves, else good.

124.

£60

PRÉVOST, Marcel. Dernières lettres de femmes. First edition, 8vo, Paris, Alphonse
Lemerre, 1897. [iv], 298, [2]pp. Contemporary half morocco on marbled boards, uncut,
original printed wrappers bound in, t.e.g., spine slightly faded, 1 scuff mark on the lower cover.
Very good copy.
£80
This is a fine presentation copy, inscribed on the half-title - ‘à Robert de MontesquiouFezensac, hommage de l’auteur Marcel Prévost’. Montesquiou-Fezensac (1855-1921) was a
French symbolist poet, art collector and dandy. He was said to have been the inspiration for
Jean des Esseintes in Huysmans’ novel ‘A rebours’ (1884).

125.

PROUDHON, Pierre-Joseph. Avertissement aux propriétaires, ou lettre à M.
Considérant sur une défense de la propriété. Second edition, 8vo, Paris, Garnier Frères,
1848. 100pp. Original printed wrappers, some staining on the covers, upper cover with
ownership inscriptions and bottom outer corner torn away, but no loss to printed border on the
title, some foxing in the text.
£20

126.

RENAUD, Hippolyte. Solidarité. Vue synthétique sur la doctrine de Ch. Fourier.
Second edition, 8vo, Paris, Librairie Sociétaire, 1845. [viii], 325pp. Well bound in later
quarter morocco on marbled boards, original printed wrappers bound in - these are slightly
soiled, otherwise a fine clean copy.
£120
Renaud (1803-1874) was an army officer, utopian socialist and later in life a journalist. This
book is a popular account of the writings and ideas of Charles Fourier. First published in 1842
it was very successful, went through several editions and influenced a number of writers
including Proudhon and John Stuart Mill. The book is noted for Renaud’s view that all social
problems are interconnected and that problems such as poverty, housing and crime cannot be
viewed in isolation. Del Bo p.41.

127.

RENOUARD DE SAINTE-CROIX, Félix. Voyage commercial et politique aux Indes
Orientales, aux Iles Philippines, à la Chine, avec des notions sur la Cochinchine et le
Tonquin.... First edition, 3 vols, 8vo, Paris, aux Archives du Droit Français, chez
Clament frères, 1810. x, 301; [iv], 390; [iv], 291, [1]pp., 2 large folding engraved maps handcoloured in outline (South India & South-East Asia) and 4 folding tables. Contemporary tree
calf, gilt decorative border on covers, neatly rebacked, spine of vol 2 incorrectly numbered 3
and vice versa. Good clean set. With the bookplate of Bernard Hanotiau in vol 1.
£950
Renouard de Sainte-Croix (1767-1840) travelled to India in 1802 and remained in the region
until 1807. The work is in the form of a series of letters. Volume 1 mostly deals with India,
volume 2 with the Philippines, and volume 3 with China. Lust 384 - 'Commercial and political
travels in East Asia, with notes on local trade, customs, laws, statistics, etc., and suggestions
for freeing the regions from British influence'. A most interesting and uncommon book - not in
Kress or Goldsmiths.

128.

RENZY, Major George Webb de (editor). Poetical illustrations of the achievements
of the Duke of Wellington and his companions in arms. First edition, 8vo, Edinburgh,
Sutherland & Knox, 1852. xvi, 485pp. + errata leaf, engraved frontispiece portrait of Lord
Fitzroy Somerset, the dedicatee. Original decorated in gilt, partly unopened, some very light
toning, but overall a fine copy.
£110
Verses mostly by minor poets celebrating the achievements of the Duke of Wellington (17691852). They span his military career from India, the Peninsular War to Waterloo as well as

few other events in later life. A few of the contributions are not in verse. Numerous footnotes
by Renzy provide background information on the events described in the poetry.

129.

RIEDESEL, Johann Hermann, Baron von Eisenbach. Voyages en Sicile, dans la
Grande Grèce et au Levant.... suivis de l’Histoire de la Sicile, par Le Novaïri. First
collected edition, 8vo, Paris, chez H. J. Jansen, an X (1802). vii, [i], 451pp., with the halftitle. Contemporary half calf, corners a slightly worn, but still a nice copy.
£250
Not in Atabey; Blackmer 1420 - ‘This work was inspired by Riedesel’s friendship with
Winckelmann, and describes Smyrna, Greece and the Aegean Islands, together with a
comparison of the ancient and modern Greeks, as a result of a journey made during 1768. The
history of Sicily appended to this edition was written by the Arab historian Novaïri, here
translated by Armand Pierre Caussin de Perceval’.

130.

SAINT-SIMONIANISM. [ENFANTIN, Barthélémy-Prosper]. Religion SaintSimonienne. Economie politique et politique. Articles extraits du Globe. Second
edition, 8vo, Paris, au Bureau du Globe, March 1832. 181, [3]pp. Uncut in the original
printed blue wrappers, occasional foxing, but a good copy.
£50
Consists of essays on saint-simonianism by Enfantin previously published in the ‘Globe’
between 28 November 1830 and 18 June 1831. After Saint-Simon’s death in 1825 Enfantin
became one of the most prominent members of the movement and he purchased the periodical
‘Le Globe’ in order to publicise the movement’s ideas.

131.

SENANCOUR, Pierre-Étienne de. De l'Amour, considérée dans les lois réelles et
dans les formes sociales de l'union des sexes. Second edition, 8vo, Paris, chez Capelle
et Renard, 1808. [iv], 296pp., engraved allegorical frontispiece. Original blue wrappers,
uncut, remains of the original title label on spine.
£200
Second edition with additions and considerable changes to this important work first published
in 1806. It is also the first edition to have the frontispiece. INED 4144; Gay-Lemonnyer I, 810
- 'Ouvrage bien écrit et fortement pensé. Senancour étudie l'amour et les questions qui s'y
rattachent en dehors des idées repandues et consacrées par les législateurs religieux et
politiques. La cause du divorce est plaidée avec talent'. Clouzot p.252 noting this edition as
'en partie originale' and describing the 1806 first edition as 'rare et recherché'.

132.

SPAIN. MAP. CARY, G. and J. A new map of Spain and Portugal, exhibiting the
principal roads, rivers, mountains &c. From the latest authorities. Engraved map,
c.620 x 765mm., dissected and mounted on linen, Lodon, G. and J. Cary, 1830. The map
has the original had-colouring of the provincial borders. It folds into the original green slipcase
with the original printed title label ‘Spain’ on the upper covers, slipcase a bit rubbed, else in
very good condition.
£135
An attractive map with considerable detail - includes the Balearic Islands and part of France.

133.

STACKHOUSE, Thomas. Illustration of the tumuli, or ancient barrows; exhibiting
the principles which determined the magnitude and position of each; and their
systematic connection with other vestiges of equal antiquity. First edition, 8vo, London,
printed for the author, 1806. [iii], 33, [3]pp., wanting the half-title, with folding engraved
frontispiece. Contemporary half calf on marbled boards, top outer corner of frontispiece torn
with very small loss to the neat line only, else a very good copy. With the engraved bookplate
of the archaeologist Edward Duke.
£240
Stackhouse (1756-1836) was an antiquary and theologian. This book is one of two he wrote on
the remains of the early inhabitants of Britain and it is said that we walked hundreds of miles
over the barrows and tumuli of Wiltshire and Dorset before writing the present title.

134.

TROUVILLE. CAUMONT. M. de. Guide des baigneurs aux environs de Trouville,
orné d’un grand nombre de vignettes sir bois et d’une carte intinéraire des environs.
First edition, 8vo, Caen, A. Hardel, 1853. 72pp. + 8pp. ‘Catalogue de la librairie
archéologique de A. Hardel’. Complete with the folding lithograph map and wood-engraved
illustrations in the text a few of which are full-page; Hardel’s catalogue also contains woodengraved illustrations. Contemporary half calf on marbled boards, most of spine repaired with
red tape lettered in gilt, one leaf roughly opened, map lightly toned, else a clean copy. With
the amorial stamp on the title of the Tetschner Schlossbibliothek.
£60
This rare work fully describes and illustrates 3 excursions from Trouville including one to
Honfleur. A final chapter is devoted to the agriculture of the valley of the Touque. Rare - no
copy on Library Hub.

135.

VIENNA. Vienne illustrée, ou nouveau et complet guide des étrangers à Vienne et ses
environs. Second edition, 12mo, Vienna, chez Aubert A. Wenedikt, 1856. 125, [1]pp.,
12 wood-engraved illustrations on 6 plates including the frontispiece showing St.Stephen's
Cathedral, large folding street map of Vienna at the end. Original printed boards with a title
and vignette on the upper cover, advert on the lower cover, spine renewed, front inner hinge
pulled and some light foxing, else a good copy.
£50

136.

WEBSTER, William Henry Bayley. Narrative of a Voyage to the Southern Atlantic
Ocean, in the years 1828, 29, 30, performed in H. M. Sloop Chanticleer, under the
Command of the late Captain Henry Foster. First edition, 2 vols, 8vo, London, Richard
Bentley, 1834. xi, [i], 399; viii, 398pp., 2 maps (1 folding) and 5 engraved plates, 16 page
publisher's catalogue inserted at the beginning of volume 1. Original boards with the original
printed title label on the spines, some wear to the spines and corners a little worn or bruised,
but in all a good set as issued.
£650
An account of a scientific voyage undertaken to ascertain the true shape of the earth by a series
of pendulum experiments at various places in the northern and southern hemispheres. Foster
sailed as far south as the South Shetland Islands. There is also some account of Rio de Janeiro
and Cape Town. Hill 1842; Mendelssohn II, 596.

137.

WODEHOUSE, Thomas. A grammar of socialism. Second edition, small oblong
12mo, c.85 x 135mm., London, John Hodges, 1884. 32pp. Original printed wrappers with
adverts on the rear cover, small nick on the top edge of the upper cover and head of spine
chipped, but still a nice copy.
£25
The author styles himself ‘Curate of the Savoy’ on the title. Questions and answers on socialism
followed by a section entitled ‘Notes and illustrations from various writers’. Here there are
references to J. S. Mill, Victor Hugo and Ruskin. Scarce.

138.

ZUCKERMANN, Hugo. Gedichte. First edition, 8vo, Vienna, R. Löwit Verlag, 1915.
109, [3]pp. Original boards, original printed paper title label on the front copy. Good copy.
£20
Posthumously published poems by the Jewish lawyer and poet Hugo Zuckermann (1881-1914).
He served in the Austrian army and was killed on the Russian front in December 1914. The
poems are in 5 sections - some deal with Jewish themes and the last is entitled ‘Kriegsbilder
containing 9 poems on the war. The work has a 6 page preface on the life of Zuckermann by
Otto Abeles.

BOOKS ON GAMBLING, CARD GAMES AND BOARD GAMES
139.

ACADÉMIE UNIVERSELLE. Académie universelle des jeux, contenant les règles
des jeux de quadrille, & quintille, de l’hombre à trois, du piquet, du révertis, des echecs,
du trictrac; & de tous les autres jeux. Avec des instructions faciles pour apprendre à

les bien jouer. New edition, 12mo, Paris, au Palais, chez Théodore Le Gras, 1739.
[xxiv], 588pp., a few tables in the text. Contemporary calf, spine richly gilt. A very nice copy.
Front pastedown with the later armorial bookplate of a member of the Swedish noble family
Cedercrantz and inscription in Swedish on the front free endpaper. The attractive binding is
probably Swedish.
£150
The preface states that this edition is much more complete than the editions of 1718 and 1725.
Much of the text has been revised and enlarged and it also adds a few new games. An excellent
copy of this early compendium of games.

140.

ACADÉMIE UNIVERSELLE. Académie universelle des jeux, contenant les règles
tous les jeux, avec des instructions faciles pour apprendre à les bien jouer. Nouvelle
édition, augmentée du jeu des echecs, par Phildor, & du jeu de whisk, par Edmond
Hoyle, traduit de l’Anglois. Two parts in 1 vol, 12mo, à Amsterdam, aux dépens de la
Compagnie, 1777. viii, 384, [iv], 324pp., with half-titles, a few tables and diagrams in the
text. Contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt, red edges, a bit rubbed, some light toning in places
and a few marginal stains, but overall a good copy.
£125
The preface states that this edition is an improvement on all earlier editions.

141.

ALMANAC. Almanach des jeux, ou académie portative, contenant les règles du
reversis, du wisk, du piquet, du trictrac, du wisk bostonien. Nouvelle édition,
augmentée du jeu du trictrac à écrire, & celui des échecs, par M. Philidor. Six parts
in 1 vol, 12mo, Paris, chez Fournier, 1789. [xviii], 72, 106, [2], 90, [2], 75, 102, 28pp., each
part with separate title and separately paginated though the second and third parts lack the title.
Contemporary calf, attractively rebacked, morocco label, later endpapers, 1 leaf with a marginal
tear just touching a few letters, general title a bit dusty, a few leaves with some marginal soiling,
rather tightly bound, else a good copy.
£80
The volume opens with a general title followed by the calendar for 1789. Then the six parts
follow: ‘Règles du jeu du reversis’, ‘Traité du jeu de whisk’, ‘Le jeu de piquet’, ‘Principes du
jeu de trictrac, à la portée des commençans’, ‘Règles du wischt bostonien, du tre-sette, et du
trictrac à écrire’, and finally ‘Le jeu des échecs, par M. Phildor’. Not in Grand-Carteret;
Library Hub locates 1 copy only.

142.

AMMAN, Jost. Jost Amman's Kartenspielbuch. Facsimile edition, small 4to, Munich,
Georg Hirth, 1880. [1], 64ff., text mostly printed on rectos only, illustrations in the text.
Contemporary half morocco, t.e.g., joints a little rubbed, else a very nice copy.
£35
Facsimile edition of Jost Amman’s Kartenspielbuch ‘Charta Lusoria’, first published in 1588
consisting of verses in Latin and German and illustrated with Amman’s woodcuts.

143.

BACKGAMMON. SOUMILLE, Bernard Laurent. Le grand trictrac, ou méthode
facile pour apprendre sans maître la marche, les termes, les regles, & une grande partie
des finesses de ce jeu. Second edition, revised, corrected and enlarged, 12mo, Avignon,
chez Alexandre Giroud, 1756. [xx], 438pp., engraved frontispiece, numerous woodengraved illustrations in the text showing backgammon boards and all the various moves etc.
Contemporary mottled calf, spine richly gilt, corners slightly worn and small hole in the leather
on the lower cover. Nevertheless, still a very good copy.
£150
Excellent early work on backgammon which was first published at Avignon in 1738 and which
proved to be very popular as it continued to be published into the 19th century.

144.

BACKGAMMON. SOUMILLE, Bernard Laurent. Le grand trictrac, ou méthode
facile pour apprendre sans maître la marche, les termes, les regles, & une grande partie
des finesses de ce jeu, enrichie de 270 planches ou figure, avec les décisions des cas
particuliers. 8vo, Paris, chez Giffart, 1756. vi, 323, [1]pp., 270 woodcut diagrams in the

text. Contemporary calf, spine gilt, worn, joints partly split but still form, loss at head and foot
of the spine, text in good clean condition.
£100
Another edition of the above work. On two pages on a rear endpaper there are the verses of
two songs about games written in ink in a contemporary hand. The first is ‘Leçon de Trirtrac’
and the second ‘Le Billard’ - both are rather ‘risqué’.

145.

BROADSIDE. Extrait du registre des actes de la Préfecture du Département du
Calvados. Folio, c.510 x 410mm., Caen, chez G. Le Roy, 30 Vendémiaire an 14 [22
October 1805]. Single sheet printed recto only, text in 3 columns. Unbound as issued, vertical
and horizontal fold, 2 very small holes, but no loss, otherwise in very good condition.
£80
A similar broadside to that below. Deals with the requirement to print cards on ‘papier
filigrané’ and to have the official stamp on the packaging of the cards, etc. Also prohibits the
import of certain types of foreign playing cards.

146.

BROADSIDE. Extrait du registre des séances de l'administration centrale du
Département de Calvados. Folio, c.430 x350mm., Caen, chez Boullay-Malassis, an VI,
[1798]. Single sheet, printed recto only, text in double columns with woodcut republican
emblems at the centre. Unbound, as issued, vertical and horizontal fold mark, else in very good
condition. The date ‘24 Août 1798’ written in red ink in a contemporary hand verso.
£100
This official broadside states certain new regulations for makers of playing cards. Cards must
now be printed on ‘papier filigrané’ which will be supplied by the authorities, but must be paid
for by the makers. Makers and card sellers must also present the bands used to wrap around
packs of cards so that they can receive the official red stamp. The broadside also sets out the
punishments for failure to comply with these new regulations. Finally it states that 1500 copies
of the broadside were printed for display across the department.

147.

COECKELBERGHE-DÜTZELE, Ludwig von. Das rationelle Whist oder das
Whistspiel mit all seinen Abarten.... Nebst einem leicht faßlichen philosophischen
Versuche über die mathematische Wahrscheinlichkeit dieses Spiels. First edition,
12mo, Vienna, 1843. xii, [ii], 338pp., engraved title within a decorative border. Later half
morocco by Wilson and Son of Cambridge, slightly rubbed, but still a very good copy. £65
The work is in thee parts and the third part deals with mathematical probability in whist.

148.

DRAUGHTS. COMMARD, Laurent. Deux cents nouveaux problèmes récréatifs du
jeu de dames à la
polonaise,
d’une
difficulté
progressive,
et
propre à fortifier les
amateurs, avec leurs
solutions.
First
edition, 12mo, Paris,
Guillaume,
1823.
14pp, 1 folding leaf,
100 leaves each with 2
woodcut
draughts
boards
with
the
solution
to
the
problem on the verso
of the facing leaf, at
the end there are 4
more boards on 2
leaves which correct

mistakes on 4 earlier boards and the work finishes with 2 pages of errata and an advert for
another book on draughts. Complete with the half-title and the engraved frontispiece.
Contemporary red half morocco on marbled boards, some foxing on the half-title, light
offsetting from the frontispiece onto the title and as might be expected variable offsetting from
the draughts boards, early name on title beneath an erased name. In all, a very good copy.
£340
Rare book on a variety of draughts which was very popular in France in the 19th century and
also very popular in the Netherlands, east Europe and Russia. Possibly called ‘à la polonaise’
because it was brought to France by Polish exiles from the uprising against Russian rule in
1830-31. The frontispiece shows a group of players around a table in the Café Manoury
described in the preface as the ‘principal temple’ of the game in Paris.

149.

DUSAULX, Jean Joseph. De la passion du jeu, depuis les temps anciens jusqu'à nos
jours. First edition, 2 parts in 1 vol, 8vo, Paris, de l'Imprimerie de Monsieur, 1779.
xxxvi, 267, [iv], 335pp., 2 woodcut headpieces. Contemporary mottled calf, spine richly gilt,
red edges, front free endpaper and half-title partly detached, but otherwise a very good copy.
This copy is from the Château de Barante library with bookplate and was included in my
catalogue 157.
£275
A very interesting early work on gambling written by a reformed gambler. Dusaulx describes
the spread of gambling, addiction to gambling and the harm it causes to society. He attacks
the state lottery and remarks on John Law and his 'speculation' which ruined so many people.
There are many stories of gambling and gamblers as well as chapters on gambling in other
countries. At the end Dusaulx provides an index to his sources.

150.

EBERSBERG, Joseph Sigmund. Das edle Whist, wie man es in den besten
Gesellschaften spielt. Faßlichste Anleitung zur leichten und gründlichen Erlernung des
Whistspieles. Second edition, improved and enlarged, small 8vo, Pesth (ie. Budapest),
Conrad Adolph Hartleben, 1841. [ii], 108pp., with 8 folding lithograph plates printed in red
and black. Original printed wrappers, a little dusty, early signature and date [18]59 in ink on
the title. In all, a very good copy.
£60
Nice copy of this very scarce work on whist first published in 1836 and which went into several
editions in the 19th century. Ebersberg (1799-1854) was an Austrian journalist and writer of
children’s books

151.

FAMILIEN-SPIELBUCH. Neuestes Familien-Spielbuch. Leichtfaßliche Anleitung
zur Erlernung der beliebtesten, interessantesten Brett-, Karten-, Harzard- und anderer
Spiele..... First edition, 8vo, Reudnitz bei Leipzig, A. H. Payne, n.d., [1885]. vi, 258pp.,
a few text illustrations. Original decorated cloth, slightly rubbed, title lightly toned, but still a
very good copy.
£25
A scarce compendium of board and card games etc. No copy on Library Hub.

152.

[GIBBS, Henry Hucks, Lord Aldenham]. The game of ombre. First edition, 8vo,
London, printed for private circulation, 1874. [vi], 87pp., with 2 hand-coloured plates
including the frontispiece. Original green cloth, double gilt fillet on the covers, title in gilt on
the front cover, t.e.g. A fine copy.
£135
This is a presentation copy from Gibbs, inscribed on the f.e.p. ‘From the Author May 1874’.
From the library of the Irish MP Samuel Chichester Baron Carlingford with his armorial
bookplate on the front pastedown and with his signature on the f.e.p. Only 200 copies of this
first edition were printed.

153.

[GIBBS, Henry Hucks, Lord Aldenham]. The game of ombre. Second edition, 4to,
London, printed for private circulation by the Chiswick Press, 1878. viii, 120pp., with
the errata leaf before the half-title, frontispiece and 2 hand-coloured plates. Original maroon
cloth, single gilt fillet on the upper cover, t.e.g., slightly rubbed, spine lightly faded, a few marks

on the lower cover, the errata have been neatly corrected in ink. Good copy overall. With the
author’s signature dated Xmas 1878 on the f.e.p.
£85
An enlarged edition of the above work with corrections and improvements - according to the
preface in the third edition (see below) only 100 copies of this second edition were printed.

154.

[GIBBS, Henry Hucks, Lord Aldenham]. The game of ombre. Third edition, 4to,
London, printed for private circulation by the Chiswick Press, 1902. ix, 133, [1]pp.,
frontispiece and 3 plates. Original green cloth, single gilt fillet on the upper cover, t.e.g., covers
a little marked and spine slightly faded, else a good copy.
£75
This third edition contains corrections and improvements to the second as well as a revised
version of chapter 8. There is also an additional plate. In the preface the author writes - ‘The
copies of this edition are indeed few, but fully sufficient to satisfy the craving of some
enthusiastic friends of the author and of the game’.

155.

HEATHER, H. E. Cards and card tricks, containg a brief history of playing cards, full
instructions with illustrated hands, for playing nearly all games of chance or skill, and
directions for performing a number of amusing tricks. First edition, 8vo, London, “The
Bazaar” Office, n.d., [1876]. 264pp.+adverts, frontispiece and numerous illustrations in the
text. Original cloth, spine a bit faded and covers damp-mottled, otherwise in very good
condition.
£35

156.

[HOPPE, F. von]. Der Whist- und Bostonspieler wie er seyn soll. Oder gründliche
Anweisung das Wihst- und Bostonspiel nebst dessen Abarten nach den besten Regeln
und allgemein geltenden Gesetzen spilen zu lernen. Nebst 25 belustigenden KartenKunststücken. First edition, 2 parts in 1 vol, small 8vo, Quedlinburg & Leipzig, bei
Friedrich Joseph Ernst, n.d., [1825]. [iv], 68, [iv], 47, [1]pp. Uncut in the original wrappers
with title label on the upper cover and on the spine, a little light browning, wrappers slightly
worn, but still a very good copy in original condition.
£85
The second part has the title ‘Der Bostonspieler wie er seyn soll’ and the section on card tricks
is in this part beginning at p.24. This first edition is very scarce, but several editions followed
later. No copy on Library Hub.

157.

HOYLE, Edmund. Kurzgefaßte Anweisung zum Whist-Spiele, aus dem Englischen des
Herrn Hoyle nach der neuesten Ausgabe übersetzet. 8vo, n.p., [Helmstedt?], 1754. [iv],
91pp., woodcut ornament on the title, woodcut head and tailpiece. Contemporary marbled
wrappers, rather worn and torn, title and last leaf dust-soiled, light water stain in some outer
margins.
£175
Rather a scruffy copy, but this is the extremely rare first German edition of Hoyle’s ‘Short
treatise on the game of whict’ (1742). Only 2 or 3 copies are recorded in Germany and none
outside Germany.

158.

[HOYLE, Edmund]. Traité du jeu de whisk, contenant les loix de ce jeu, ses règles
tant générales que particulières & les différentes manières de le jouer. 12mo, Paris,
chez Fournier, n.d., [c.1765]. 120, [2]pp. Later wrappers, spine a bit torn, marginal stain on
the title and a2, else good.
£65
A translation of Hoyle’s ‘A short treatise on the game of whist’ (1742). This is one of a few
editions published c.1760-1770, but this particular edition is not listed in Rochedieu.

159.

JEUX DE SOCIÉTÉ. Collection des jeux de société. Nouvelle édition, revue, corrigée
et acceptée par toutes les Académies de Paris, avec les décisions des meilleurs joueurs,
sur les coups les plus difficiles. Small 8vo, Paris, chez Aubry, n.d., [c.1808?]. 154,
[2]pp., a few tables in the text, a few leaves misbound near the beginning, but complete.
Contemporary quarter calf on boards, vellum corners, flat spine gilt, rubbed and head of spine

worn, occasional foxing in the text, corner of 1 leaf torn with loss of a few letters only, small
marginal burn hole in 1 leaf. A reasonable copy considering it is printed on poor quality paper
and rule books such as this must have been subjected to considerable use as players checked
the rules and settled arguments.
£60
Gives the rules for 21 games including billiards, piquet, boston, roulette and dominoes. Seems
to be very rare - no copy on Library Hub.

160.

LOTTERIES. [HESS, Ludwig von]. Die Schädlichkeit der Zahlen-Lotterie. Ein
Geschenk an das Publikum. 12mo, n.p., [Hamburg], 1774. 32pp. Contemporary
wrappers, some soiling on the lower cover, else a very good copy.
£400
One of two issues of this text in 1774. This very rare pamphlet is an attack on lotteries. The
author argues that lotteries lead to crime, poverty, idleness, a general decline in morals etc.
Although he admits that the lottery provides work for a number of people e.g. ticket sellers,
these benefits are far outweighed by all the disadvantages.

161.

LOTTERIES. [LE CLERC, Jean]. Réflexions sur ce que l'on appelle bonheur et
malheur en matière de loteries, et sur le bon usage qu’on en peut faire. First edition,
12mo, Amsterdam, chez George Gallet, 1696. [xiv], 236pp., title printed in red and black.
Contemporary sheep, spine gilt, worn, joints cracked and front cover coming loose, wear at
head and foot of spine, lacks rear free endpaper and some light staining at the beginning and
end.
£295
Scarce and interesting work on lotteries written at a time when they were particularly popular.
Le Clerc presents the arguments for and against lotteries, discusses the theological legitimacy
of lotteries and other games of chance, good luck and bad luck etc. The frontispiece shows the
blind goddess ‘Fortuna’ throwing lottery tickets at two men below with an excited crowd behind
them. Cioranescu 41292.

162.

MATHEWS, T. Instructions sur le jeu de whist, en Anglais et en Français, conenant
le whist en cinq poits, en dix poits, et aux tricks doubles. Traduit par F. Gardera.
Publié par M. Commecy, propriétaire du Cercle Français. First edition, 12mo, Paris,
chez l’éditeur, au
Cercle
Français,
1838. [vi], xv, 191pp.,
wood-engraved
frontispiece, text in
English and French
throughout. Original
printed
wrappers,
uncut
and
partly
unopened, some light
foxing
at
the
beginning, covers a
little marked and 1
small worm hole on the
upper cover which
does not affect the text
on the cover and does
not extend into the
book.
£50
A rare work - no copy
on Library Hub.

163.

MEYER, C. Der unübertreffliche Whist- Boston- und L'hombrespieler. Eine praktische
Anleitung, diese Spiele nach allen Regeln der Kunst zu erlernen und spielen. Für

Anfänger und Geübte..... Sixth edition improved, small 8vo, Berlin, S. Mode’s Verlag,
n.d., [1878]. [iv], 156pp., a few diagrams in the text. Contemporary half cloth on boards, a
little worn, old stamp of the bookseller Otto Hoffmann in the bottom margin of the title. £30
Beginning at p.112 there is a section describing 31 card tricks. Scarce - only 1 physical copy
on Library Hub.

164.

MORTIER, J. C. A bas tous les jeux. 8vo, Paris, chez Pelletié, n.d., [c.1803]. [iv], vi,
blank leaf, 66pp., engraved frontispiece. Later half morocco by Townsend, rubbed, first and
last few leaves frayed at the fore-edges, frontispiece a little soiled and with margins trimmed,
small marginal hole in the first preface leaf, title a bit soiled, some marginal stains elsewhere,
a number of blank leaves are bound in at the end in order to make the volume easier to bind.
£200
Rare work attacking gambling and games of chance by Mortier who is described on the title as
‘homme de loi’ and his signature is on the leaf after the title beneath the printed note ‘je
poursuivrai les contrefacteurs, d’après les loix’. The author gives a brief account of attempts
to suppress gambling in the past, describes cases of addiction to gambling and the damage it
does to individuals and society etc. The frontispiece shows a room of gamblers where a man
blows his brains out with a gun whilst the players continue in complete indifference. The
caption to the plate reads ‘Frémissez! voilà du jouer le sort inévitable !!’. Monglond VI, 139140.

165.

[OLIVEIRA, Antonio Rodrigues Veloso de]. Tratado do jogo do voltarete, com as
leis geraes do jogo. First edition, small 8vo, Lisbon, Simao Thaddeo Ferreira, 1794.
vii, [i], 304pp., typographic ornament on the title, the 6 page index after the title should be
bound in at the end, but other copies bound like this are known. Contemporary sheep, red title
label, some scuffing and wear, lower cover bowed, short crack at the top of the joints, some
light water staining near the beginning, else good.
£135
Oliviera (1750-1824) was a Brazilian, born at Sao Paulo, and his book is a guide to the game
of voltarete, a Brazilian variant of the ombre which was the ancestor of whist and bridge. The
complicated game of ombre was very popular across Europe from the late 17th century to the
middle of the 19th century. This is the first book on a card game by a Brazilian and also the
first original book on a card game in Portuguese. Borba de Moraes 628-629.

166.

PATIENCE. CADOGAN, Lady Adelaide. Illustrated games of patience. With:
Illustrated games of patience - Second Series. Together 2 vols, 4to, London, Sampson
Low, Marston, 1885-87. [vi], 48, with 24 colour plates; viii, 74pp., with 33 colour plates.
The ‘First Series’ (though it is not so designated) is in the original decorative green cloth; the
‘Second Series’ is in the original decorative blue cloth. The volumes are slightly rubbed, spines
a little faded, a few small marks, but overall in good condition.
£50
The ‘First Series’ is the fifth edition and this volume is mostly devoted to French games of
patience. The ‘Second Series’ is the first edition and it mostly describes German games. Good
set illustrated with colourful plates.

167.

PATIENCE. [CREMER, William Henry]. Patience by Perseverance. First edition,
small 8vo, London, E. C. Spurin, 1860. [4], 28ff., text printed on rectos only. With a
chromolithograph frontispiece and 28 chromolithograph plates. Original decorated cloth,
a.e.g., slightly worn, spine faded, inner hinges split, else in good condition.
£35
This scarce work describes 28 games of patience, each with a coloured plate facing the
description.

168.

PATIENCE. [FORTIA, Marquise de]. Le livre des patiences, par Madame de F***.
Ninth edition, 12mo, Paris, chez Martinon, 1853. 106pp. Original printed wrappers. A
very good copy.

£25

169.

[PISARRI, Carlo]. Istruzioni necessarie per chi volesse imparare il giuoco dilettevole
delle tarocchini di Bologna. 8vo, Bologna, Fernandino Pisarri, 1754. 123, [1]pp.,
engraved vignette on title, 1 engraved headpiece showing a group of 2 men and 2 women
playing cards seated around a table.
Contemporary limp boards, rather worn, spine
defective, paper label verso of title covers an
old library stamp, leaf B8 with a long repaired
tear but no text loss, lacks rear free endpaper
and rear inner hinge repaired with paper, front
free endpaper glued onto the front pastedown,
text otherwise clean.
£175
A rare early work on the history and rules of the
tarocchino, the Bologna variation of a tarot
card game. It is thought that the printer was the
brother of the author. A facsimile edition was
published in 1984.

170.

PLAYING CARD REGULATIONS. Edit du Roy, pour l’établissement d’un droit sur
les cartes à joüer. Donné à Fontainebleau au mois d’Octobre 1701. Small folio, Paris,
chez François Muguet, 1701. 8pp., woodcut coat of arms on the title. Disbound, a little light
foxing in the bottom margin, but still a good copy.
£80
Orders the makers of playing cards to present their engraved plates for printing cards to the
authorities for destruction prior to the introduction of new designs and new labelling on the
packaging etc. Sets out the punishments for failure to comply.

171.

PLAYING CARD REGULATIONS. Editto di S.M. per l'exercizio, ed
amministrazione della gabella delle carte, e tarocchi, e de’ giuochi nelle provincie
d’Alessandria, della Lumellina, Alto e Basso Novarese...... Folio, Turin, Stamperia
Reale, 18 December 1763. 11pp., large woodcut coat of arms on the title. Modern marbled
boards, light damp mark in the bottom corner of the first 2 leaves, else very good.
Sets out regulations on the manufacture and sale of playing cards and tarot cards.

172.

£65

PLAYING CARD REGULATIONS. Manifesto camerale significante li giuochi, che
si avranno per proibiti nelle provincie di Alessandria, dell Lumellina, dell’ Alto e Basso
Novarese...... Folio, Turin, Stamperia Reales, 23 December 1763. 6, [2]pp. Modern
marbled boards. Very good. The binding is uniform with the above title.
£90
A similar work to the above on the laws relating to the sale of playing cards and tarot cards.
The last 2 pages are of particular interest - they contain mounted printed samples of the stamps
which were required to be placed on the cards.

173.

PLAYING CARD REGULATIONS. Regio editto con cui S. M. ristabilisce la gabella
sulle carte, e sui tarocchi con i provvedimenti ivi espressi. Folio, Turin, Reale
Stamperia, 16 May 1815. 10, [1]pp., large woodcut coat of arms. Modern marbled boards.
Very good.
£60
Deals with the manufacture of playing cards and in particular the correct labelling to be placed
on the packs of cards. Offered with another similar work published at Turin on 17 November
1820, folio, [4]pp. and in a uniform binding - on the last page of this work there are 2 mounted
samples of the stamps to be placed on wrapping on packs of tarot cards and playing cards.

174.

SCHWARTZ, Martin. Nyeste og fuldstoendigste dansk Spillebog eller grundig
Anviisning all nu brugelige Kortspil..... Udarbeitet efter de bedste og nyester
Spilleboger. Second edition, 12mo, Copenhagen, P. G. Philipsen, 1853. [iv], 188pp.

Original cloth decorated in gilt, a little light foxing on the first few pages, but overall a very
nice copy.
£25
Scarce Danish compendium of card games - whist, boston, l’hombre, piquet, quadrille and
others, 21 games in total.

175.

STABENOW, Albert. Ausgewählter Kartenspiele. Zweites Bändchen: Whist, Boston,
L’hombre. In kurzgefaßter Darstellung. 12mo, Leipzig, Philipp Reclam jun., n.d.,
[c.1900] 120pp., with 2 pages of illustrations. Original brown cloth decorated in black, title
on the upper cover. Fine copy.
Complete in itself, but the second volume in a series on card games.

176.

£20

STEINMETZ, Andrew. The gaming table: its votaries and victims, in all times and
countries, especially in England and in France. First edition, 2 vols, 8vo, London,
Tinsley Brothers, 1870. x, [ii], 436; [iv], 444pp., no half-title in vol 2. Original blind-stamped
red cloth, spines faded, inner hinges broken, occasional foxing.
£40
An important history of gambling and ‘the passion of gaming in all its bearings’ (Steinmetz).

177.

TAROT. Regole generali del giuoco delle minchiate con diverse istruzione brevi, e
facili per bene imparare a giuocarlo. Small 8vo, Florence, Vanni e Tofani, 1781. 70pp.,
typographic ornament on the title. Contemporary wrappers, ink marks on the upper cover, title
slightly soiled and frayed, else good.
£150
Scarce guide to a tarot card game

MEDICINE AND SCIENCE.
178.

AITKEN, John. Essays on several important subjects in surgery: chiefly on the nature
and cure of fractures of the long bones of the extremities, particularly those of the thigh
and leg, whether simple or compound; for which a new method of retention is proposed.
First edition, 8vo, London, printed for E. and C. Dilly, 1771. 213pp.+errata and directions
to the binder leaf. With 6 folding engraved plates. Contemporary calf, rubbed, covers soiled
around the edges, rebacked probably in the 19th century, text and plates in good clean condition.
£160
This is the first book of John Aitken (d.1790), a Scottish surgeon, author and lecturer in surgery
at Edinburgh who made a number of practical improvements in surgery. Wellcome II, 21; not
in Blake.

179.

BRODIE, Sir Benjamin. Introductory lecture delivered in the theatre of the Royal
College of Surgeons, on the 8th of May 1820. First edition, 8vo, London, Burgess and
Hill, 1820. [iv], 50pp. Contemporary half calf, rebacked. Good copy.
£30
Rather a philosophical lecture in which Brodie attempts to explain 'the organization and the
functions, not of a single animal, but of the animal creation generally; to demonstrate, as far
as our imperfect knowledge will enable me to do so, the laws which regulate the phaenomena
of life...'. Not in the Wellcome Catalogue.

With autograph letter
180.

BRODIE, Sir Benjamin. Lectures illustrative of certain local nervous affections.
First edition, 8vo, London, Longman, Rees...., 1837. iv, 88pp. + 32pp. publisher's
catalogue dated March, 1845, bound in at the end. Original boards, later cloth spine with printed
paper title label, old, probably 19th century, stamp of Staffordshire General Infirmary on the
title and at the end, otherwise a good copy. With the modern ex-libris of Dr. Michael Jefferson
on the front pastedown.
£195

This is the first appearance in book form of these lectures which had originally appeared in the
'London Medical Gazette'. This is quite an important work being fully described in Hunter &
Macalpine pp.860-864 - 'Brodie's 'Lectures' were the first of the many nineteenth century
contributions which, opening a new field of psychological observation and treatment, widened
from the outside as it were the compass of psychological medicine'. This copy is offered with a
signed autograph letter by Brodie, 3 pages with integral blank, c.115 words. It is dated 3 May
1847 and is to an unnamed correspondent in which Brodie discusses 'Master Bridge's case', no
doubt one of Brodie's patients. He recommends a particular type of bandage for the arm and
describes how it should be fitted. Wellcome II, 244.

181.

BRODIE, Sir Benjamin. Pathological and surgical observations on the diseases of
the joints. Fifth edition, with alterations and additions, 8vo, London, Longman,
Brown.., 1850. vii, 399, [1]pp. Bound with: BRODIE, Sir Benjamin. Lectures on the
diseases of the urinary organs. Fourth edition, with alterations and addition, 8vo, London,
Longman, Brown, 1849. vii, 392pp. Two works in 1 volume - prize binding of contemporary
calf, spine richly gilt, gilt decorative border on covers, gilt arms of the Richmond Hospital
School of Medicine, Carmichael Premium, at centre of covers, slightly rubbed, a few minor
marks on the lower cover. Overall, a handsome binding in very good condition.
£85
'Pathological and surgical observations' was first published in 1818 and Heirs of Hippocrates
describes this as 'his most important work'. Wellcome II, 243 for both titles.

182.

BRODIE, Sir Benjamin. Physiological researches. Collected and republished from
the "Philosophical Transactions". 8vo, London, Longman, Brown..., 1851. vi, [ii],
146pp. + 32pp. publisher's catalogue at the end, 1 engraved plate. Original blind-stamped cloth,
corners a bit worn, inner hinges strengthened, rebacked with part of the original backstrip which
has the title neatly relaid. Old stamp of the Chemical Society of London which has been
overstamped 'checked' and also a faded number stamped on the title. Otherwise in good order.
£40
Contains 4 papers - two on the influence of the brain on the heart and on animal heat, and two
on poisons. Not in the Wellcome Catalogue.

183.

BUCK, Gurdon. Contributions to reparative surgery: showing its application to the
treatment of deformities produced by destructive disease or injury; congenital defects
from arrest or excess of development; and cicatricial contractions from burns. First
edition, 8vo, New York, D. Appleton and Company, 1876. viii, 237pp.+32pp. adverts.
With 86 wood-engravings in the text. Original cloth, slightly soiled. From the library of the
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Library with stamp on title, blind stamp also on title and
on a few other leaves, else a good copy of this important book.
£100
Garrison-Morton 5754.1 - ‘First American work exclusively on reconstructive surgery’. 29
operations are illustrated and described in detail.

184.

CHLADNI, Ernst Florens Friedrich. Die Akustik. First edition, 4to, Leipzig,
Breikopf und Härtel, 1802. [ii], xxxii, 310pp., engraved vignette portrait of the author on the
title and 11 folding engraved plates. 20th century German brown half morocco, red edges, a
little light spotting at the beginning and end, some light browning as usual, but overall a good
clean copy.
£1,250
Chladni’s important general treatise on acoustics in which he presented his further research
on the ‘Chladni figures’ - the sand figures which illustrated the patterns of vibrations in a solid
body and which he first described in his ‘Entdeckungen über die Theorie des Klanges’ (1797).
He spread sand on plates made of metal and glass which were fixed in clamps and using a
violin bow at the edge of the plate he recorded the patterns produced in the sand by the
vibrations. The 11 plates show these beautiful patterns. The book also contains sections on
the human ear, hearing in animals, sound quality in concert halls and much else. Chladni

(1756-1827) is now regarded as the founder of the science of acoustics. PMM 233(b); Norman
Catalogue 481; Milestones of Science 38.

185.

D'ALEMBERT, Jean le Rond. Essai d'une Nouvelle Théorie de la Résistance des
Fluides. First edition, small 4to, Paris, chez
David l'aîné, 1752. xlvi, 212pp., 2 folding engraved
plates at the end. Contemporary mottled calf, flat
spine gilt, red edges, slight wear at head of spine,
small old shelf label near foot of spine. In all, a very
good copy. With the small bookplate of the
Biblioteca C. I. Giulio on a front endpaper. £1,500
Very nice copy of the rare first edition of this
important work on fluid mechanics. DSB I, 114 - 'It
was in this essay that the differential hydrodynamic
equations were first expressed in terms of a field and
the hydrodynamic paradox was put forth'.
D'Alembert studied the flow lines of a fluid around
an object and found that the flow pattern behind the
object was no different to that in front of the object thus there was the paradox that an object did not
present any resistance to the flow. The essay did not
solve this paradox and the problem was only solved
by Euler. Nevertheless, D'Alembert's essay 'was an
important contribution' (DSB). Wellcome II, p.28; Norman 35.

186.

DICQUEMARE, Jacques-François. La Connoissance de l'Astronomie, rendue aisée,
& mise à la portée de tout le monde. Second edition, enlarged by the author, 8vo, Paris,
chez Lottin le jeune, 1771. x, 158, [2]pp., with 26 engraved plates some of which are folding.
Contemporary calf, spine gilt, a little worn, a few spots in the text, but still a very good copy.
£300
First published in 1769 this second edition is enlarged with the addition of the 'Précis
Chronologique et Historique des Progrès de l'Astronomie' which begins at p.139. This
introductory work was written for young people and those with no knowledge of astronomy
and, as the author states in his preface, it was intended to be a reply to the question 'what is
astronomy?'. Houzeau-Lancaster 8899.

187.

EARLE, Sir James. An account of a new mode of operation for the removal of the
opacity in the eye, called cataract. First edition, 8vo, London, J. Johnson, 1801. iv,
68pp., 2 engraved plates. Bound with: POWER, George. Attempt to investigate the cause of
the Egyptian ophthalmia; with observations on its nature and different modes of cure. First
edition, 8vo, London, John Murray, 1803. viii, 72pp., title torn with loss of most of the word
‘nature’. Two works in volume - contemporary calf, worn, front free endpaper loose, some light
foxing and occasional soiling, old smudged library stamp on the title of the first work, some ink
stains on the fore-edge of the second work.
£75
The volume is not in good condition, but it contains 2 rare medical works. Earle - Wellcome
II, 508. George Power was assistant surgeon to the Twenty-Third Regiment of Foot, or Royal
Welch Fusiliers and his pamphlet is not recorded in the Wellcome Catalogue.

188.

GAUTIER, Henri. La bibliothèque des philosophes et sçavans, tant anciens que
modernes, avec les merveilles de la nature, où l’on voit leurs opinions, sur toute sorte
de matières physiques...... et enfin, les nouvelles découvertes que les astronomes ont
fait dans les cieux. First edition, 2 vols, 8vo, Paris, chez André Cailleau, 1723. [xii],
704; [ii], 678pp., titles in red and black, engraved frontispiece and portrait in vol 1, 4 folding
plates in vol 2. Contemporary calf, spines gilt, some old ink staining on the covers, wear at

corners and foot of spine of vol 2, a few small marks in the text, but overall in good condition.
£295
This is a dictionary of philosophy and philosophers along with some essays on science,
astronomy and medicine, all presented in alphabetical order - volume 1 is from A to L; volume
2 from M to Z, and each volume has an index. Volume 2 has a section beginning at p.481
entitled ‘Nouvelles conjectures sur le globe de la terre’ illustrated by the 4 folding plates; this
section continues with a letter on the plague in Provence and ‘Nouvelles conjectures physiques
concernant la disposition de tous les corps animés’. Gautier(1660-1737) was an architect,
engineer and inspector of roads and bridges; he was also the author of a well-known book on
road building. In 1734 a third volume was added to this work, but that volume mostly consists
of extracts from the works of other writers on philosophy. Many libraries do not have this
volume and Gautier’s dictionary is complete in the 2 volumes here.

189.

HODGSON, J. E. The history of aeronautics in Great Britain from the earliest times
to the latter half of the nineteenth century. First edition, 4to, Oxford University Press,
and London, Humphrey Milford, 1924. xxii, 436pp., with colour frontispiece and 150
illustrations on 113 plates, a few of which are in colour. Original cloth, t.e.g., a bit rubbed,
head and foot of spine strengthened with tape, else a good copy.
£60
Excellent and well illustrated work on the earliest ideas of flight to the beginnings of
mechanical flight late in the 19th century. The title is somewhat misleading. Although the
emphasis is on Great Britain there is much on other countries. Limited edition of 1000 copies.

190.

LA METHERIE, Jean Claude de. Essai analytique sur l'air pur, et les différentes
espèces d’air. First edition, 8vo, Paris, Hotel Serpente, 1785. [vi], 474, [2]pp. 19th
century boards covered in brown marbled paper, red title label on the spine, upper joint slightly
rubbed, very minor wear at corners and and head and foot of spine, but overall a nice clean
copy. From the library of King Ernst August I of Hanover with his round red stamp verso of
the half-title and title.
£300
La Metherie (1743-1817) was the editor of the ‘Journal de Physique’ from 1785 and he was an
opponent of Lavoisier’s theories. Cole 742: ‘The book is a survey of existing information
concerning various kinds of airs and the experiments and discoveries of Lavoisier, Priestley,
Scheele and others’; Duveen p.335; DSB VII, 602.

191.

PINEL, Philippe. A treatise on insanity, in which are contained the principles of a new
and more practical nosology of maniacal disorders that has yet been offered to the
public, exemplified by numerous accurate historical relations of cases from the author’s
public and private practice: with plates illustrative of the craniology of maniacs and
idiots. Translated from the French, by D. D. Davis, physician to the Sheffield General
Infirmary. First English edition, 8vo, Sheffield, printed by W. Todd, for Massrs. Cadell
and Davies, London, 1806. [iii]-lv, [i], 288pp., wants the half-title. With 2 engraved plates
and 1 folding table. Later 19th century half calf on marbled boards, upper cover detached, title
with 2 old stamps of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland Library, occasional light
browning, else a good copy.
£250
The lengthy introduction giving an overview of the history of treatment of insanity is by the
translator. This important work is a translation of Pinel’s ‘Traité médico-philosophique sur
l’aliénation mentale, ou la manie’ (1801). Pinel (1745-1826) advocated a more humane
treatment of the insane and in 1793 he ordered the chains to be struck off 49 psychiatric
patients, an act which symbolised a new attitude to the insane. Norman Library 1704 for this
translation and 1701 for the original French edition - ‘His ‘Traité’ replaced the speculation
and theorizing characteristic of earlier discussions of insanitywith is own practical
observations...’. Hunter & Macalpine pp.602-610 - ‘Pinel’s book is distinguished also for his
attempt to apply scientific principles to psychiatric observations....’. Wellcome IV, 388;
Garrison-Morton 4922.

